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Some brief, sweet smile,
Which gladdens us ere while
And cheers the labor of a weary mile.
Some single word,
Which now and then has stirred

spirits with a sense of strength conferred.

Some clasping hand,
Whose worth we understand,
friends are few and famine walks the land.
Some hope, whose ray

Lights up a dérkened day,
And calls us into praise while yet we pray.

For, ever so
The angels come and go,
And lift long wings above us ere we know.

thing more
hospitality,

And heaven is near,
Because a message clear
through dimness of our atmosphere.

Indian

Reformer,

“Fddodice,

.

hearing of our

Keshab

Chandra

Sen,

now in London. He is a pure Bengali, and
lives in Calcutta. For several years I have
occasionally spoken of this remarkable man
in my letters to the Star and - Freéman.
And just now, while he seems to be producing a great sensation in England, it
may be well to call your attention to him

again.

It is barely possible that the Babu

may be crossing the Atlantic and lecturing
at ** the Hub,” und we should be both sorry

and ashamed to have Americans make such
fools of themse lves over him as our English cousins are doing. You should hear
Englishmen in India express their sur-

prise and chagrin at the way Keshab is flattered and féied by the Christians of Ensm
ut who
pr

Hid
is Keshab,

and

main points in his history
" He is a Hindu,

of good

ots
are

what

Hd
the

as a reformer?
birth

and

liberal

education, and for years a professed Theist.
He is one of the heads rathér than ‘the
head” of the Brahmo Samay (literally,
church of God) of India. This sect has a
number of leaders, and may be considered
as divided into several minor sects.
The
branch of the sect to which Keshab belongs

may perhaps be counted the most progressive. It rejects all caste distinctions,
discards the Brahminical thread, denies the
and

incarnation theory,

believe in

tries to

and worship * the one merciful God.”
The dedication of Keshab Babu’s Brahmo
Temple in Calcutta, nearly two years ago,

furnished

propounding

occasion for

an

neither

ly amount of its reduction, so that the same

generation shall not be required to fight
the battles of the Union and also to pay off
the entire cost of its preservation, by bearing heavy and oppressive burdens needlessly.
:
5. The revival of our American Com.

God

that my love for it has also grown.

My

¢¢ My

There

dare admitting the true

who

scornfully scouted the idea of media-

tion

between

these

very

men (account’ for the fact as you can) bean to invoke

With the Father,

the

Their cry was, be it sin-

cere or not, ** O Lord, I am a
\

vile sinner;

I am not worthy to approach the Father;
‘plead thou for me, and help me with thy
intercessions.” And would you know who
is the

and

being thus

thus

sinners?

@

intercessor

an

aid of

addressed

as: O Lord,”

supplicated by ‘these

Brahmist

Not he, who is the only mediator

between God and

man,but

Keshab Babu,

leader

the

party in the Brahmo

this selfsame
of

the

Samaj,’ who

not long ago propounded

advance

incarnation

as

was

Jesus

himself

Christ.

doubtless receive, the fullest

encourage-

The

J. L.P,

Preparing for Action.
lowing letterto the Executive

Committee

face

to face

unfairly—to

the

he remarked,

** Oh, he is a

hypocrite;

we

don’t believe in him.” We spoke earnestly of the gospel plan of salvation as being
the only hope for India, but he laughed at
the idea and said, & Christianity is only a
I told him plainly
refined form of idolatry.”
that the Babus would not accept our religion
until the masses

had

done so,

and it had

He
thus become popular to be Christians,
readily admitted that his class were great
cowards, and hesitated to make a move

tn-

til they saw that the community was prepared to sustain them in it. His is ono of
saddest cases I have met.

And there are too many like him among
They

sinners and need no

say

they are

not

Saviour, and they feel

condemned for sin, #nd fly’to reason for
HE

a

"

its work

of -enfranchisement,

struction, of making all citizens

a mystery to-itself, and.is as

ished as strangers at the

has done?

un-

der the protection of our supreme law,
against all hostile attempts—so that, by the

final settlement of these questions, so happily ended and so faithfully
tained, the nation shall

to

main-

be

have. stability

peace, and this once exciting issue be
garded as decided for all time.
9. The work of retrenchment of our

tional

expenses—of the abolition of

and

rena.

all

needless offices, of the elevation and improvementof the civil service, and of the
saving of every possible amount to the
people—will go on as faithfully as during
the past eighteen months.
3.. The pledge of the last National Republican platform that

taxation

shall

be

equalized and veduced as rapidly asthe
will be.
will permit,”
faith
pational
inauguratalready
as
out,
faithfully carried
ed by the undivided Republicin vote of the
recent Congress ; and, as the national obligations diminish, the burdens of taxation,
increased as they were during the

war

%

\

On the 2d of August the French troops
crossed the frontier, and captured the
Prussian outpost of Saarbruck.
There
was also an indecisive skirmish at Forbach
on the 6th.
f
A series ‘of battles at Weissenburg, lasting from Thursday, August 4th, to Sunday
the 7th, resulted in the defeat of the French
by the Crown Prince, and the retreat of MecMahon’s whole line.
On the 13th the French army evacuated
Nancy, on the approach of ‘the Crown

ex-

the bridge on the Mozelle
and

retiring to the fortress

Bazaine,at the same time, withdrew

across

act of crossing.

of reconequal

day.

the characteristics

opinions and tastes that it becomes

of capital. Hereafter we should be impartial. The law should do alf'it canto give

that

in assuming command of the army the next

a most

On the 14th the deries of battles around
Metz commenced between the French,
under

extreme

Naturally

much

walls

and

the united

Steinmetz

Charles.

and

his

of Metz, kept the

from

armies of

Prince

Bazaine, with

through

Fredrick

back

to the

Prussians at bay

the four days’ fighting on the road

Metz

to Verdun, which ended in the

battle of Gravelotte and the bottling up of
Bazaine’s army within Metz,
In the meantime the Crown Pringe, by
a detour to the south, made his way unopposed by Bar le Duc, St. Dizier, threat-

ening

at last
aston-

sight of what

Bazaine,

General

years ago, and yet so fickle in. its daily

side

!

the Mozelle, the Prussians close upon him
and harassing his rear guard while in the

order to bring about a fair division of
the common profit. I am fully convinced
that, hitherto, legislation has leaned too
much—léaned most

:

The Emperor left Paris on the 27th,reached Metz on the 28th, and issued an address

at that point,
of Toul.

in its acts—more under the dominion of
feeling, less ruled by principle; always
better or worse than was anticipated—now
below the level of humanity, now far
above; a people so unchangeable in its
leading features that it may be recognized
by portraits drawn: two or three hundred

in

—

This people is a study, and. at this time
the eyes of the world are upon them. DeTocqueville, one of the closest observers of

er nation so fertile in contrasts, so

1 thoroughly dislike to have my name
drawn into party politics, for I belong to
no political party. But I see nothing in
your platform from which I dissent, and
the struggle which underlies your movement has my fullest and heartiest sympathy. Capital and labor are partners, not

stand

on the 23d.

it

fond of home and

J

3

Qn

Paris, and advancing a cavalry force

.

The election for State officers in Maine’
was held on the 12th inst. The previ-.
ous campaign was a very tame one,

and,
the

considering the interests involved,
election
was rather quiet.
The

cotilitions, lookingto the election of a Unit-"
ed States Senator by the next Legislature,
were, to say the least, hardly creditable: to

the republican party, and they may

give

the praise to other causes than their own
sagacity that the results of the election are’
not entirely

reversed.

Hon.

Sidney Per-

ham, of Paris, is to be the next governor,
and the Senate and Legislature are both re-

publican.
The character of the Legislature is ,.
such as to leave no doubtof the reélection

of Mr. Morrill to the Senate.

State and

AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
County fairs have been held

during the past week in all parts of the
country.

"The Strafford County fair in this

city, the

Penobseot

County fair

in Bangor,

Me., the State fair at Burlington, Vt., and
those in various other States have been
largely attended and well sustained. The.
display of agricultural products may have
fallen slightly below that of prévious years,

owing mainly

to the continued drought,

but the attendance and interest in the various exercises speak well for our present
agricultural

condition, and

give

promi

of improvement in the future.
REFORM IN THE INDIAN POLICY.

:

As far as we can learn, the present Administration has faithfully endeavored to
keep the letter and spirit of the obligations
of the Government
toward the Indian
tribes, and nothing has been left undone to . :
prevent the frauds that so frequently led to
Indian

wars.

One’

of the

reforms

was

Secretary Cox's order providing for the
payment of Indian claims as they became
due. Several of these claims fall due this
week, and arrangements are in progress in

Washington

for their

prompt. payment.

A fraudulent system has also prevailed . of
making payments in large notes, ‘which

even so near Paris as Montmirail. & McMahon, with his army re-enforced and
reorganized at Chalons, burned his camp,
moved northward to Rheims, and thence

could not be made available

in a detour toward Metz to the succor of
Bazaine. The Crown Prince abandoned his
demonstrations upon Paris, moved due

and these last would be bought of the ndians by sharpers at ruinous discounts, with the promise that they should be re-

north, and

deemed in full value. * Hereafter the pay-"
ments will be made in smaller bills, and

road

intercepted

McMahon

from Rethel to Stenay.

on

the

Then fol-

lowed the maneuvers and “fighting on the
line of the railroad from Montmedy, Carignan and Sedan, which ended in.the surrender of McMahon's arm to King William at the last named place on Thursday,
Sept. 2d.
’

The
|.

i

THE ‘MAINE ELECTION.

on French soil, in a skirmish near Rahling,

Did there ever appear on the earth anoth-

chusetts, and flattering as is this confidence,

They

Nation,

of nations, and

essentials which dwell mm the warm heart
of Christianity. .

Events of the Week.

The following is a brief sketch of the
leading events of the European war, from
its commencement to the surrrender of Napoleon and McMahon's army :
The French Corps Legislatif declared
war against Prussiaon the afternoon of
July 15.
The first blood of the conflict was shed

candid portrayer of them, gives a representation of his countrymen which shows very
clearly that,’ while they may have much
among them to admire, they are not fit to
be the ruling nation of Europe. He
says:
:

the fol-

of the Labor Reform Party, in response to
fe
their letter informing him of his nomination
for Governor of Massachusetts:
I have no wish to be Governor of Massa-

enemies.

will

philosophers as to induce ‘ardeit

Franco-Prussian Campaign.

Prince, burning

The French
"

things, and toil on in faith, ¢ looking unto

Wendell Phillips has addressed

that

consideration

Thus acting—faithful t3 the country and
all its interests—faithful to the Union and
its integrity —faithtul to the people whose
“confidence and support have sustained it in
all its trials—faithful to its brilliant record
for tha Right—and faithful to every pledge
on which it obtained power, a Republican
Administration and a Republican Congress
will go forward in the work intrusted to
them, and the nation, under their legislation, will go on, prospering and to prosper.

and the Hin-

Jesus.”

and

and the wisest legislation.

to save them. The. schools were never so
thriving, and our boys and girls are coming to Christ. We hope for yet greater

Babu was saying lo his English audiences,

the doctrine that \the Brahmists.

every remarkable man is as much a divine
CA

—are all subjects worthy of,

du women are learning of Him who came

the time

to me

light,

of our vast re-

routine, yet when once driven: forth and
of a man who not only did not understand
forced to adopt new customs, ready to carwhat the Brahmo Samaj, with its intense the masses.more leisure, a more complete r¥.principles at any lengths and dare anyeducation,
better
opportunities
and
afair
Theism, really is, but who hardly knows
thing; indocile by disposition, but ever
what he himself believes, and is therefore share of profits. It is a shame to our ‘better pleased with the arbitrary and even
inclined to preach a sort of cloudy univer- Christianity and civilization for our social violent rules of a sovereign than with a free
sal faith, which differs very little from a system to provide and expect that one man
and regular. government under its chief
polite contempt of all creeds. Ido not at 70 years of age should be lord of many citizens ; now fixed in hostility to subjection
think it a good signof the times when an thousands of dollars, while hundreds of of any kind, now so passionately wedded
Anglican Dean flirts with Deism on a pub- other men, who have made as good. use of to servitude that nations made to serve
their talents and opportunities, lean’ on
lic platform, and applauds the expression
can not vie with it; led by a thread so long
Of course
by a Unitarian minister, (the Rev. James charity for their daily bread.
as no word of resistance is spoken, wholly
-there
must
be
irregularities,
but
"the
best
Martineau, ) of a hope that a new revelaungovernable when the standard of revolt
tion has been brought to us from the East, minds and hearts of the land should give is raised—thus always deceiving its maswhich may revive a feeling of tender piety themselves to the work of changing this ters, who fear it too much or too little;
in the breasts of professing Christians in gross injustice, this appalling inequality. never so free that it can not be subjected,
Europe: There is nothing, it seems to me, I feel sure that the readiest way to turn never so kept down that it can not break
more immoral and detestable in & priest public thought and effort into this channel the yoke; qualified for every pursuit, but
is for the workingmen to organize a polit- excelling in nothing but-war; more prone
than sailing under false colors. If Dean
Stanley thinks the popular Christianity of ical party. No social question ever gets to worship chance, force, success, eclat,
the day a mistake, why does he not say so fearlessly treated here till we make politics noise, than real glory ; endowed with more
openly, and come out of a church to which turn on it. The real American college is. heroism than virtue, more genius than comhe has no right to belong, instead of merely the ballot-box, and on questions like these mon sense ; better adapted for the conceppaying compliments to men who have a a political party is the surest and. readiest, tion of grand designs than the. accomplishsincere respect for Christ, but deny his di- if not the only way to stir discussion and ment of great enterprises; the. most brilIf my name will liant and the most dangerous nation of
vine mission altogether. It may be for- secure improvement.
given the Babu, if, embarrassed by the nov- strengthen your movement, you are wel- Europe, and the one that is surest to inspire
elty of his position, he flirted a little with come to it. Allow me to’ add, though admiration, hatred, terror or pity, but nev=Christianity, and allowed an audience ea- working for a large vote, if we fail, we er indifference.
ger for his immediate conversion to infer, should not be discouraged by a small one.
4
.
a
from his remarks about Christ and the Bi- Last year’s experience shows your strength,
“i
The
Siege
of
Paris.
and
the
‘Anti-Slavery
movement
proves
won
be
soon
may perhaps
ble, that Indid
—
Or
over to Chfistianity. There is no reason- how quickly a correct principle wins assent
.
The
siege
of
Parig
will
date in history
if
earnest
men
work
for
it.
Yours,
truly,
ing with the British public, when it once
from
September
15.
Just
two months
=
WENDELL
PHILLIPS.
gets a crochet of this sort into its head ; and
after the declaration of war, precisely six
I suppose Keshab Chandra Sen will have 8
weeks after the opening of the campaign,
his day like other lions.”
Faithful
to
its
Pledges.
the Prussians are before the walls of Paris
The Brahmo Samaj of India must first
'
Jha
:
in force enough to take it.
give proof of sincerity before we can hope for
On the north,the advancing Prussians had
Vice
President
Colfax,
in
a
recent
address
help from itin the conversion of this pagan
reached,
at our latest advices, the City of
to
the
citizens
of
his
native
State,
spoke
as
land. As eighteen centuries ago,and in all the
follows concerning the future policy of the Creil, 25 miles from Paris, wheie'the French
time
since
then,
the
common
people
have
|
burned a bridge over the Oise to retard
heard the Gospel gladly, so is it in India Administration :
their forward movement.
On the south,
parRepublican
the
of
history
future
The
to-day. Missionaries receive their chief enat
Corbeil,
18
miles
from
the
Capital, the
its
and
past;
ty can be judged by its
| couragement from the poorer classes in so- acts show what that future will be.
French
had
destroyed
another
bridge
ciety, justthose whom our ¢ great Reformdoubtless
with
the
same
design.
On
the
1.
It
will
surely
and
resolutely
maintain
proud con-

tians, calling them ¢‘ refined idolaters,” and

and man,

many

development

sources—the completion of the work of
Amnesty to the fullest limits of the liberal
proffer of the National Republican platform

ments. The people never received our
message more gladly and more thoughtfully than now, and the Bible is being read
by many persons throughout our district.
Next time I may be able to mention the
case of a Mohammedan who seems to be
seeking Christ. He is a careful and con-

their
religious belief. One point was
brought out with great force and clearness,
i. e., “no created person or thing shall
receive divine honors in this place.” But ers” look down upon with
what did that company of worshipers pro- tempt. One of the prominent Brahmists of
ceed to do in that very temple?
What was Midnapore called on us séveral days'ago,
it for which they were blamed and derided, and we had an animated conversation of
not by out siders alone, but by many of two hours. He began by saying, *‘ Keshab
their own sett? The very men who de- has gone over to England to convert the
+ Chrie- Christians.” When I told him what the
hounced Christianity, and derided
God

are, however,

merce—the

monial

i

Bible believers to daily practice the grand

be said to have begun.—N. ¥. Tribune.

month-

Surely the work has grown on our hands
and I thank

by the infantry, can readily obstruct those
on the south and west. - Virtually the
gates of Paris are shut, and the siege may

over

during these five years,

precious even than charity or
and that is truth. . . . The

speech of Dean Stanley seemed

Missionary Correspondence.
been

largely, without doubt, the present

villagesin this district that have not to this

as

of the Union

for all time to come, will he extended

There

‘nor the trouble to ascertain who the man is,
and what he really believes. Bat it should
be said here that as for the Brahmist belief,
it is so constantly changing that foreigners
in India about despair of understanding
what the Brahmists fail to understand
themselves, much more to intelligently
convey to others.
The London correspondent of the Bombay Gazette takegfhe most correct estimate
of the Keshab Chandra Sen mania that we
have vet met. He writes thus: ¢ The
meeting held in Hanover Square Rooms to
welcome Babu K. C.: Sen has been truly
styled ‘remarkable ’ by the English press;
for it was certainly not only a remarkable
but a mournful spectacle to see so many
eminent men forgetting that there is one

—

MIDNAPORE, INDIA, June 28, 1870.

a fair period for redemption,” lessening

society, ” says the

thousands, who will take

Angels’ Visits.

Your readers have

Mission. And to-day
I have been searching my heart and surveying the work.

His visitto England will do good in many
ways, but the surest way to put a stop to
all the good that may come of it is to swallow the man whole, as the English seem inclined to do. His remarkable command
of our language and the fluency of his
address in a foreign tongue, will captivate

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1870.

:

God mercifully move

chief desire is to do more for Christ and
precious souls. ‘We have
hundreds of

copiedby the Star in its issue of May 4th.

The Worning Star.

Drifts down

justly reduced.
a
4. The Debt will be funded at a lower
rate of interest, and “having been cor-

Nothing could be more extravagant than stant reader of the Urdee Testament, and I
the notice of Keshab Chandra Sen, that ap- have recently enjoyed several very interpeared in the Independent, and was in
pact esting ‘seasons at his house. The Zenanas

&@ We send no books out to be sold on commis-

+

him

May

21, 1870.

pressiy to meet these obligations, will be raids from the extremes of the lines held

and floun-

tracted for the preservation

should bear in mind, bear a strong family
resemblance
to their god Brahma, who,
they say,had four faces.

i

When

all unsettled,

their hard hearts to repent and believe!
In two.days I close ‘my fifth year in the

“ great reformer ” to a Calcutta audience.
These
Hindu Brahmists, your
readers

# When ‘Agents receive - premiums, no percentae on moneys sent for the Siar is allowed in adon,
;

Our

look upon
in England.

middle classes of Hindu

or not—is responsible

of

towards them.

observations are confined to the higher and

for the payment,
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
. must pay all arrearages, or fe pubfisher ma contin.
ue to sead it until payment sm ade, and collect the
whele amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
:
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.

sion, or otherwise, with the privilege
them.
:

part

half of the poor of his native land?

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
post-ofiice—whether directed to hi€ name or another’s
or whether he has

They are

day listened to the Gospel preachen
are things. that ook very strange to There are multitudes of Santals on every
us, who have known the man. The other side of us who wait for the light of life.
day the Babu was addressing a Ragged Thank God that we now have a good sized
School Association in London. How could native force for this field; still how small
he help thinking that up to this hour his and insufficient in view of the work to be
fluent lips have not uttered a word in be- done!
Live
;

Papers are forwarded until gn explicit order is re
ceived
by the Publisher for their discontinuance, and
until payment of all arrearages is made, as required

date on the label for the expiration

help.

doed not, and can not,

der to think of, many

ese can be procured, send the money in a registered
letter. All Postmasters are obliged to register letters

law.

the

have the sympathy and support of much
the larger part of the Brahmist community.
Indeed, I am abundantly assured that the
stronger and more consistent party of
Brahmists now look/upon Keshab as a degerter from their ranks; and what is sad-

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &c., should be sent. All communications
dssighed for publication siiguld be addressed to the

y

hooted

| to retract these extravagant and damaging
words, all to no effect. The inconsistency
remains in full force up to this hour, and on

$ No, 89 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,,’
No. 80 Vesey St., New York City.

.- + whenever requested to do so,

India

man, andthe
more earnest and sincere of dering in a sea of contradictory ideas,
their number called on hini loudly and long catching at every straw that floats along

Weekly Religious Newspaper
For the Family.

OFFIC,

throughout

—_—

“Shower”

Andrew

of ‘Spiritualism,

Jackson Davis, a seer and apos-

tle of Spiritualism,

writes

to a London

journal as follows:

:

Spiritualism, for the most part, is a show-

er from the realm of intelligences and uncultured affections. It is rapidly irrigating
and fertilizing everything that has root and
the seed-power to grow. It is starting up

the half-dead trees of sectarianism, causing
the most miserable weeds to grow rapid
and rank, and, of course, attracting very
general attention to religious feelings and
super-terrene existences. As an effect of
this spiritualistic rain, you may look for an
immense harvest of both wheat and tares—
the grandest growth in great principles
and

ideas

on one-hand, and a fearful crop

of crudities and disorganizing superstitions
on the other.’ There will be seen floating
on the flood many of our most sacred institutions. * Old wagon-ruts, long forgotten
cow-tracks, every little hole and corner in
the old highways, will be filled to the brim
with rain.
You willbhardly know the difference between the true springs and the

flowing mud-pools visible on every side.
Many noble minds will stumble as they undertake to ford the new streams which will
come up to their very door-sills, if not into
their sacked and established habitations.
Perhaps lives may be lost, perhaps homes
may be broken up, perhaps fortunes may
be sacrificed; for who ever heard, of a
great flood, a storm of much power, or an

country.

in

the Indian

The result was that these

notes were

held

by

officers,

who

large
would

issue scrip or orders for small amounts,

currency will be distributed to supply the
Indians with a circulating medium.
Various other measures indicate a determination on the part of the Government to deal
justly with the Red man.
.THE WAR.
The chief interest in the war during the
past week has centered around the reported
efforts of the neutral powers to procure an
armistice looking to peace.
‘Such efforts
have utterly failed, and the Prussians continue their march on Paris.

-

Their advance

guard has been rephy ted within six miles
of the city, and the mijn army is close by.

1t seems

to be their design to advance i

three divisions, branching to the north and

south of the city, and thus effect its complete investment. The city isin the best
possible condition-to sustain a siege, and
the new Regime is doing its work quietly
and well. Expressions of gratiiude to the

United
France,

States
for

are numerous

the readiness

throughout

with which our

government recognized the new Republic.

Most of the besieged cities still hold out.
Bazaine has made one or two sorties from
Metz, but has gained nothing and inflicted
but little damage on the Prussians.
In
Strasburg the celebrated Cathedral has
been partially destroyed by the bombardment, and the great library has been burned. The garrison at Laon surrendered to
the

Prussians

early

in

the week, but the

citadel exploded as the troops were taking
possession, and about three hundred were
killed.
The French talk about doing a
large amount of fighting at once. The work
of devastation around Paris has commenced.

Railroads are destroyed, bridges blown up,
forests burned, and every obstrucson to the
gunners removed,
ITALIAN

One

UNITY.

of the most important results of the

war thus far, is the prospect of a speedy
accomplishment of Italian unity.
Rome
guns of the fortifications, has been burned or all of these deplorable things?
has
been
occupied
by
the
national
troops,
Spiritualism _ is, indeed, all and ‘every—less, of course, to obstruct the enemy
than to give full play to the fire of the thing which its worst enemies or best friends and the temporal power of the Pope’is so
French fort. From Creil on the north to ever said of it—a great rain from Heaven, near its close that it may safely be considCorbeil on the south, the German lines, ere a storm of violence, a power unto salva- ered a thing of the past. The event that
tion, a destroyer and a builder, too—each various uprisings and brief wars during
this, doubtless stretch, crescent-like, arptind
the eastern side of the French Capital. and all, and everything good, bad and in- the last ten years failed to produce, has
different; for which evory one, nevertheless, now transpired of itself. Victor Emanuel
When the extremes of this crescent, like
‘that of Sedan, shall have been extended, should be thankfud, as eventually all will be has declared Rome to be the Italian capital ;
and the line contracted into a strong circle | when the evil subsides,when the severe rain his troops have entered the city, and the
papal states are restored to their former
about (he city, its fate will not long remain, is over, and the clouds dispersed, and when
proper relations to Italy. His infallible
the
eyes,
new
with
see
will
blind
the
even
|
strength
great
the
of
in doubt. In spite
highness
is obliged to yield to inevitable
of its fortifications, Paris will fall by its own |-lame walk, and the mourners of the world
consequences.
Ile utters protests, and
f-|
made
to
rejoice
with
joy
unspeakable.
weight—because of the impossibility o
pronounces’ anathemas, and tries to rally
know
you
brother,
kind
my
course,
Qf
supplying the two millions of inhabitants
that I' look upon wisdom,organized into our his zouaves, but he is utterly impotent.
who remain within its walls.
His own troops, upon whom ke relied for
Already six of the railways which supply daily lives, and love inspiring every heart,
protection, fraternize with the Italian solsavibur
pointed
Heaven-ap
true
only
the
as
the city are in the hands of the Prussians,
diers .as they approach, and the present
and
growth
And all spiritual
Others are threatened by the cavalry, and of mankind.
favorable opportunity of securing a united
goodnessthe
in
ent
are inoperative in consequence. Only the intell: ctual advancem
Italy animates all hearts. Almost withapan
Iycall
redeemer
this
of
graces
and
es
main lines to the west are available for
flight or re enforcement. The roads to the plication of the harmonial philosophy. But out a stiuggle, the Pope's temporal power, which extends back’ a thousand years,
easg are, of course, in possession of the I find, as most likely you do, thatitis as
passes away.
id,
ts
hard
to
get
the
become
Spiritualis
to
hatPreissians, and their cavalty, by -a few

east, the Forest of Bondy,

|

»

under the very

earthquake,

‘e

that did

not

do

one,

or two,

4

:

™
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© Communications,

this class?

prevented my applying for membership in
the Association, -and may be hindering
others, - Will the officers of the Association

~

please solve them?

1. The Association has n6 income to pay
Each thousand dollars costs
‘assessments.

and no more. . There is no

“fule excluding any miflister under sixty, or
on account of disease.
: 2, Theyre ‘are as many thousands of dollars jo be raised as there are members to
die.” Diseased men, admitted at sixty, pay

few or no assessments.
men be assessed

two

Will not young
or even three thou-

and instructions.

Only

conform

to their

His preparation

for college was early and

teachings,and you will, in the fullest sense,

thorough, and

know

Waterville, at the age of 234) He embraced

how

to appreciate

the

blessings of

the gospel. Your heart will be filled with
unutterable rejoicings, and you will more
fully realize the goodness of God in bestowing them so freely, and upon one so
unworthy as yourself.
S. H..B,

of

graduated with honor at

our

ent state of things throughout

an earnest desire for prayers

’

saves

all assessments

for forty years,

and, when he becomes a broken down old
. man, pays twenty dollars initiation, then is

the weather is warm, or cold? Itisas much
50 at home, and not so enjoyable, because

the disapprobation of God rests upon wrong

doing.

Is it that you are old? You are not

"the fifieen dollars’ increase in the initiation
too old to go te other places, and to work
“money a fair equivalent for the forty years’ ‘through the week. Is it that,after you shall
* assessments

that,

at

death, the families of

+ both should draw alike ?
Is it mutual benefit for a consumptive of
sixty to pay twenty dollars without assessments, and draw one thousand in assess-

' ments from the young ministers?
no

rule

of disease.

~.

There is

to exclude any person on account

Is not this a premium to young

men to wait till sickness or sixty befor
joining ?
:
:
4. Every Life Insurance company in
Europe and America, insuring invalids, has
. failed, even when having capital invested.

How can this company, without capital or
income,

succeed, except by drawing heavy

assessments from healthful members?

Will

not’ healthful persons have to pay as much
more than one thousand dollars as aged
invalids payless?
5. Any menfber failing, for forty days,
to

pay

his

assessment

at the

death

of a

be gone, none of your descendants are likely

to enjoy the meeting, and hence you ark
not interested in having it sustained? Mean
selfishness,, - Are not others to enjoy it,
and as a Christian are you not under sol-

emn obligation to labor for the good of
others, and to keep up institutions that
shall bless generations yet unborn? Do
you say that meetings are not so good as
they used to be? They will not be, unless you give them encouragement and
support.

What about your spiritual life? Are.you
spiritually minded while neglecting the
assembly of the saints? And what about
your influence? Isit in favor of meetings or

against them? O, it is a powerful example,
and it may -cause-the ruin of some soul.
Enough neglect public worship without
your influence to induce more to do so.
. Consider this matter carefully, I pray
you. Great interests are concerned. Souls

The

half of the amount insured, and the balance
is’ made by the company by profitable investments of the premiums. $500 in premi-

~ ums would double in sixteen years and eight

. months at “six per cent. Oa the ten years
plan,there are no payments after ten years,
but an income instead. Incase of sickness or
inability to pay, the number of annual premiums, paid denotes the number of tenths’
of the amount insured that can not be forfeited. He does not lose what he has paid.
How can -it be cheaper for a minister to
insure

in this Association,

without income

to help pay the insurance, than to insure
in a company without stockholders, whose
income exceeds the salaries of its officers,
especially

when

the

company

increases

its expenses by insuring invalids and ahnuls
his claims if he can notpay? Instead of

two or three-fifths it looks like six or eight-

EVERY

Jnne 5.

DAY

THINGS.

This is a most

There have

been - so

many

lovely

day.

showers,

that

the grass is beautifully green and soft. It
seems to have become so almost by magie.
Flowers and shrubs have a new,bright look,
and all the trees are handsomer and richerlooking than ever.
There are three teak
trees in our compound.
From about the

first of January till the middle of May, they

are bare.

Many of their branches have

been snapped, and twisted, and split off in

the cyclones of by-gone years, and for four
and a half months in the year they are
unsightly

skeletons.

But

when they are

clothed, they
are
simply magnificent.
Large, oval leaves, finely serrated and
coming to a sudden slender point; fine,
glossy,

light-green,

and

when

in blossom,

all covered with large clusters of pale-buff

fifths to a young man.
7. How is increase

~
PRL flowers ; all deformities concealed,—it looks
in the number’ of what it is, one of India’s proudest trees.
members to make the assessments any less ? It is used for ship timber, the wood being
If there are one hundred members,
the assess-

ment is tén dollars.

If there are a thou-

sand members,
the assessment is one dollar

ten times as often.
8. If anPimposter
license

i
succeeds in getting a

from a Q. M., and joins the Associ-

“ation, and afterwards shows the cloven foot
and is expelled, may not the ministry of
the whole denomination be assessed to pay

one

thousand

party?

If so,

a member,

dollars to a disreputable
why not receive any one as

whether a minister or not?

The Association may bea Mutual Benefit
Association, but it looks like an ‘Indigent
Ministers’ Fund in disguise,” drawing a tax

from

the younger portions of the ministry,

instead of getting it from the churches.
If this

the

is

an

illusion, will the officers of

Association

please dispel the illusion?

For, if it is, I wish to become a member.

RApIx.

Gospel Blessings Rejected.
Even in this enlightened

and

Christian

land, few seem to appreciate .the blessings
of the gospel.
True, many profess great

reverence for the institutions of religion;
KX comparatively few

are

really the hum-

ble subjects of the gospel. It is not strange
to see the heathen living in utter destitn-

tion of the means of grace, because they
have no true guide; but it is astonishing to
see so many, who enjoy gospel privileges,
living as destitute of heart-felt piety as the
very heathen themselves.
When we consfder the inestimable value
of the soul, it is still more astonishing that
any, whose understandings are enlightened,

can possibly reject the offers of salvation,
especially when it is offered to all, ¢¢ without money and without price.” Salvation
is a free gift,-~the gift of God to fallen
man;

yet,

strange

to

say,

man

despises

and rejects the most precious gift which
heaven can bestow. When the: blessings

of the gospel are brought to. his “door, ha
gpurns them with disdain. How oftenis
this witnessed by the faithful minister, who,
_
having conscientiously discharged his duty
to the unconverted, seed the apathy which
8

the human

heart.

How

great

~ willbe the condemnation of those who utterly reject the gospel! Are you one of

much like the home oak.

On the top branch of one of these trees

hangs the *‘ Midnapore Mission bell;? a
cord is fastened to the tougue, and after a
few feet, a wire is joined to the cord,which

reaches to the ground beneath, and a
short, thick stake serves for its hitching post.

" Nat Purinton is the bell ringer, and a
seldom
making: mistakes. I have taken great
pains in teaching him to ring the meeting

faithful

little

fellow

he

is,

bell, home fashion, as near

too,

as the

state of

the case would admit, This little bell has
quite a little history. It was made to order, by hand, in a very curious way, and
was six months in making, Mr. B. going
from time to time to watch its progress.
A Christian bell, like the one at Balasore,
would be very nice, and so indeed would

quite a number of other things,—for instance, a good, new chapel, so the present
one might be used for the printing presses,—
two new fonts of English types, and more
Bengali- and Oriya types, &c., &c. But
He who
these things will come, of course.

owns

the

silver and gold has also the

hearts of men in

his

hands,

and

the

true

disciple’s heart will be moved toglee ' when
the time comes.

Many days and
weeks of suffering, sometimes very severe,
have kept my pen quiet, and left the work
which my soul dotes on to other hands,—
dear, willing hands, but more than full beCaLcurTA, July

fore,

23.

/

‘*‘ Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth.”’
Dogs he love me engugh to chasten me?
Then I am blest. Afflictions bring the
soul very near to Jesus, and make everything else look very small and mean. ‘We

Treasury.

Divine

choice

of

;

Call.

a man to preach the gospel, such

God, by the exercise of judgment, enlightened by prayer, and in obedience to the
general indications of Providence.

lished in German of late, and largely circulated. During the last ten years he has
In this particular discussionwe purpose
been engaged in Life Insurance in New to take no part, but rather to make useof
York City. Residing in Brooklyn, hé be- the. suggestions which arise from it; sugwhich have a value for the whole
came a member of the South Presbyterian gestions
royal priesthood of Christ, irrespective
church, of which Rev. Dr. Spear is pastor. of ecclesiastical responsiblities and official
In this connection he made himself very robes.
:
‘What is the divine call? Every event,
useful to the chutfch and Sabbath school,
and helpful to the needy and dependent faculty, experience, chance of observation
is a word proceeding out of the mouth of
around him. With a heart made generous, God. All things are an expression of his
by grace, he gave liberally and received of will, and in "their relations to us area
God liberally in turn. He only regretted summons fo duty. We are too ready to
in his last sickness, not having done more ‘single out'\events, to appropriate certain
for his Master. Entirely reconciled to God, utterances as more especially embodying
We would
the will of God than others.
his peace was like a river. His last words live by bread alone, on some preconceived
quick-

and limited form ef spiritual food.Brother Quiet thinks that he has no —

ly!” We wish to present a few practical
lessons whice this sketch teaches:
1. Parental faithfuloess, in the early
Christian training of children, will have its
reward.

to the ministry, no ‘‘call” to mission-work,
no ‘‘call” to any special activity. Let us
examine his case. Ileis not fluent, certainly, but he can tell the story of his life more

effectively than many a preacher.
No
person is more welcome in social éircles;
fof, despite his broken sentences, there i3
a warmth in his matiner, a vividaess in his
descriptions, and an unaffected simplicity
which attracts everybody. ‘We have often
seen faces take on a thoughtful expression
as he touched unawares on some religious
topic, and dropped unwittingly a testimony
for Jesus Christ. Now, why not do this
oftener and on purpose?
This ability isa
preaching gift. quite as much as the quality

Paul made
Christ, from poor health, nevertheless he which is called eloquence.
of his ministry by going from house
may be preached in a godly life and means proof
to house.
Is not such a capacity, joined to
consecrated to God.
such an opportunity, a ‘divine call.”
Brother Quiet owns a dozen shanties in
5. In the example of Bro. P. we learn
what integrity of character and- hope in the outskirts of the town. . He is not hard
with

Christ are worth in trials and death.

his

often

J. S. BURGESS.

tenants.

accepts

His rates

half-rent

from

are low;

some

he

poor

widow, or remits it altogether when a man
is struck down by sickness.
Bat while no
one accuses him of avarice, or oppression,

not one of these hundred wretches inhabithis ‘*houses” ever saw his face.
They
settle with the agent; he sits in his office.
Merciful
It is sweet to give back the spirit to its He never thinks of visiting them.
Maker in childhood, to yield it up before landlord that he is, he would have a greatit is blighted by sin, or the form which cov- er influenceover them than any missionary
or tract distributor... Why does he not
ers it isfaded by sorrow.
improve his advantage? His relation to
Go with me to yonder couch, where lie these degraded beings is a ‘divine call”
the remains of what was once a joyous, for all the help which he can possibly ren*
happy creature,
a winning,
gladsome der.
Brother Quiet is not a deacon, nor an
child. How calmly and sweetly it sleeps !
elder, nor a trustee, nor a member of any
How lovely it is even in death! No tears church committee. But he has a vein of
bedew its cheeks. Thereis no contortion cheerfulness and humor that makes his
of limb or feature as if in pain, but a smile presence a delight in the sick-room, even
lights up the beautifal countenance, as if to these who are shy of ‘‘pastor’s visits.”
the spirit had already plumed its wings The same quality makes it easy for some
of the yillage loafers, who, stupid as they
for its upward flight, and angels had set are, are well worth polishing ap, to chat
their seal of loveliness there.
with him when by accident they meet him
Thus sleeps Rhoda M,; and why should in some shop or on the street. He thinks
we weep? It is true that little heart, once highly of temperance lectures, but is blind
so wildly throbbing with every new emo- to his opportunity when Solomon Stop
falls in with him on the way to the ‘‘grotion, has ceased to beat. Those eyes that cery” and exchanges a joke or two en every
sparkled with delight, as each new-born subject except that of governing a depravthought burst upon her infantile mind, are ed appetite.
He neglects to step in and
squlless and dim. Those lips that were say a wordto Moses Fiat, the despondent

In

Heaven.

ing

wont to echo sweets notes of bird-like
gic, are cold
and rigid in death.

muWe

think of this, and weep, forgetting that she
was only lent for a season to cheer and
delight us with her presence, till God saw

invalid,
but wko

who refuses to see the minister,
used to be one of Mr. Quiet's most

attentive listeners in the old story-telling
times of boyhood. It is not that our brother

is

fices

unwilling

even,

todo gcod, to make sacn-

he

Members,

had been born among pagans he would

undoubtedly

——

How few there are who take part in the
active duties of religion! Some of our

have contended for Christian-

ity; ‘but, living in a Christian community,
he delights in scoffing at religion and
making those who receive it as nncomfortable

as

possible,

But,

as

often

happens

in such cases, he is at heart disgusted with
whole number of professing members, the’ himself. He is tired)of standing on bis
pillar, a Simon Stylites of unbelief.
majority, are not active . workers. They solitary
In this state of mind he lately looked about
seem to feel, but they do not act. We to find some one in whom togonfide. He
trust that the light is within them, but they did not intend to admit at on®e that he was
do not let it shine out. They profess to wrong, but io work gradually into an acfeel interested in the welfare of religion and quaintance with some ‘‘sensible Christian.”
such he. judged Brother Quiet to be; and
their own churches, and wish them success ; as
dan overture of good-will sent him a basbut they
miuke mo actions, nor do any ket of choice pears,
Had our unordained
deeds, by which it may be visible to all that friend been as wise as a serpent, he would
they have a heart to work and do work. have seen that nothing short of an insur.
There seems to be a disposition, in the rection in Mr. Crossgrain’s mind would
have prompted him to do such a thing. As
minds of many, to be simple recipients of it was, he only wondered at his neighbor's
the blessings of the gospel, without dispens- unusaal courtesy,and sent a polite acknowlchurches,

ing,

and,

or being

in

comparison

the means

with

the

of dispensing,

these blessings to others. Christ said to
kiss the rod. God can and will supply our the man out of whom he had .cast the evil
little lack of service, if he stops us from spirit,and who afterward sat at his feet and
working here. All these years the home clothed, in hie right mind: “Go home to
cords have been pulling and jerking, till it thy friends, and tell them how great things
}
seemed that our poor the Lord hath done for thee, and hath had
has
sometimes
hearts would be torn in pieces; but never compassion on thee.” So every Cliristian,
till.God himself says plainly, ¢ You may every member of the Church, should feel
go home now, and take cars of your own that he is sent forth to say and to do somechildren a little while,” have we desired to thing for Carist. To come to Church, listen
be anywhere else than just in this most to the truth, pay our pew rent, givetoour
blessed work.
If God is calling us home, beneyolent Boaypds, and honor and respect
he will make the people at home willing religion—all this is well, but is it all? Does
for us to go.
S.P.B.
it give the evidence of an earnest Christian’
a

‘our

for a more audible

fr

——to—

term, we should certainly find that very

different opinions are entertained concerning its nature #and extent. Sime people
are so exacting in their demands upon a
pastor’s time and patience, that it is. almost
impossible to satisfy them. ' They expect
imposiibilities, and

are

knows they are sick, whet they have never

sent a word intimating that they are in disWhen they meet the

edgment.
tunity for

He sought and gave no opporacquaintance, but continued to

avoid the ‘‘infidel” as aforetimes.
What a
pity that he did not perceive the open door
and hear the “divine call” of a soul longing
to cast off its fetters !
Christians are bound to go more than
half-way to meet bungering souls. Boldness to seek for truth is not to be expected
of those who are still undecided.
If they
as

much

as

turn

their faces beavenward,

they ought to meet with outstretched, help.

ful hands, and heprts so fall of warm love
to Christ that all thought of ceremony and
conventipnal dignity will vanish.
But how
many
there are who depend entirely npon
the ‘church machinery for doing good!
How many imagine that if they can not

never

beén

‘but

all the while

annealed.

they

A sudden

temptation and their temper flies. Invite
them to the prayer-meeting, ask them for
missionary money, suggest 4 few hours’
to pieces! They may have been

1

If we were authorized to ‘exact a sharp,
precise definition of what is meant by this

tress.

n¥e 50 accustorped

.| earnest work for Jesus, and snap! theygo

Pastoral Duty.
¥

doctrines,”

have

s‘divine call ?’—Christian at Work.

dominie,

they

converted,

but they were put: on the : shelf before they
were annealed, and
thoy
are .worthless
ware.
Ihave seen so slight a thing as a

bit of wooden pencil, dropped from, the
hand into an nnannealed glass goblet on the
workman's

table,

no matter how

shiver

it to atoms.

long a piece of

But

glass-ware

has lain idle and unnoticed on the shelt, it

may stillbe annealed as easily as a newblown specimen warm from the maker's
“The two may pass through the oven
de hy side, and emerge
together as equals
or the test of use. And this is/ what.
all the
churches need—that their crystally clear
and prematurely cold professors should be
put into discipline, into exercise, into selfdenial, into

sacrifice,

into

endurance

for

do really not give #s bright evidence of Christ's sake for a season, and gradually

having passed through a season
ble discipline as they might,

of .profita-

and

the

poor

minister, if he is greeted with the usual expressions of politeness and-good-will, is re-

quired to listen to a kind of scolding reillness?” is a common

tempered into practical religious work;
and then the gospel would have power on
the minds and hearts of sinners. Every
church ought to have its annealing apparatus, and keep it turning until every brittle
vessel of the Lord is tempered into reasona-

ble discipleship.— Workday
ques- Alexander Clark.

explanatory

Christianity,by

tion, not in the shorter or longer catechism,

we admit, but the answer is 80 common
that it might almost be stereotyped: *I
thought you knew it,” or, “You

missed

What

me

from church,” etc. Now all this is most
unreasonable. Im addition to his official
responsibilities, the pastor has not only
personal, but usually domestic cares, which
‘occupy much of his time, and if he is required to bear all the sorrows of the flock,
and listen to an animated description of all

Can
—

I Do?
—

What can you do? A great deal, although you know but little; own but little,
are known but‘little, and are bat little care-

wo-

ed for by the world.
1. You can be a Christian. As the sun
transfigures a drop of dew by the reflection
of his own glorious image, so if you but

to be summoned on occasions) 'of every
trivial indisposition to administer consolation to the suffering, as though they wergin

and it is vital. Daily prayer for others is
daily service which the Master will ulti-

the details of the illness of every

man,

man and child in his parish, he will have a “hold still in faith, Jesus will shine in and
harder time of it than most men are able through. you, making the weak, worthless,
to bear. The visitation of the sick is in- perishing man you now are, a medinm of
deed an important part of his duty, and his own matchless grace. A steady life for
every faithful pastor will follow the prompt- Christ is a means of usefulness incalculably
Tings of his own kind heart, and make a effective.
:
friendly call with all possible good will,
2. You can pray for others. There may
when he has the opportunity} and is ap- be little apparent connection between ferprised of the necessity of it but ho is not vent prayer for another and his spiritual

peril of instant departure to another world.
In many instances, we fear, neither people nor minister have the true idea of the
visits which are profitable. Some are mere
calls for pleasant chat with the ladiés at
home, or with gentlemen in their countingrooms, where they would generally prefer
beirg allowed to attend to their appro priate
work, without even a pleasant interruption.

improvement,
but there is such a connection
mately reward.

3. You can win the love of others. Love
is a cable between souls through which
mighty influences flow.
We transfer to
some extent the good that is in us to those
who love. us.
All humility, gentleness,
carefulness, prudence, helpfulness, beget
love in those who witness these graces and

qualities.
stately or You

can speak to others. A prudent
rd spoken in love has often proved a
A good woman once addressed, and in neither of these or similar cases seed oflife.
admonition to a man in her
is the idea of a pastoral visit apprehended ed a word of
¢ither by the minister or his parishioner. employ. Another man saply overheard
The object surely should be to afford aw op- Yor remarks and was led by them to Christ.
portunity to the clergyman to become ac- Let the lips open once in a while for the utquainted with the spiritual condition and terance of Jesus's name, and for a plea in
:
wants of members of his flock; and in or- his behalf.
‘der to this, mutual confidence i3 essential.
5. You can visit others. Little attentions
It isnot the province of a wise servant of prepare people to receive our practical
the Lord Jesus Charist to go mouthing
over | counsels.
They
reason: “If he cares
certain trite phrases which are goodish, or enough to come, he must have some interOthers are formal,

religious

talks,

and stiff, both parties being alike constrain-

to talk pious platitudes from house to house,

but it is bis joy when he finds doubts to de-

cide them, to give council to the perplexed,
and comfort to the distressed, and by warn-

est in me.

If he

has

an interest in me, I

owe a'tention to his words.” Visits tothe
poor; neglected, indifferent, worldly, afflcted,

ignorant—may

often

be

sanctified

to

ing and kind admonition and sympathizing
address, as he has opportunity, to do what
‘he can to bring the people of his charge
nearer to Christ and to one another. It requires great tact to visit well. Even in the

their good, even though the subject of
religion is not specifically mentioned.
6. You can put good reading in the hands
of people who need it. The Sunday school
book, the religious book in your own libra-

‘sick-room the minister's call should be
full of cheer.
Itis not hisduaty to sit down

ry, a little tract, a newspaper, a selected
article from a magazine, may be put in the

by the bedside of the suffering

to sing,

and

¢¢ Hark, from the tombs

a

begin

doleful

sound!” His words should not be like a
continual dropping in a rainy day, full of
loom and dark foreboding.
The very
ni
of departure should be gilded with
thoughts of that dear home toward which
the pilgrims of faith are ever drawing nearer; and the pastor who understands his
Bible

and

human

nature, and

loves

his

gick-room, and a loving ambassador
Christ, wherever he meets his people.

for

on every

the

work, will'be like genial’ Sunshine in the
Too many make a merit of having

year.

member of the church

They

perform

called

within

their annual

and the work is done.

round,

Now, it is right to

call on every member of the church, no
doubt, and we would not underrate the im-

ortance of the work; bat while quantity
8 not to be disregarded, quality is. worthy

of consideration, before answering

the stat-

ed inquiry, *‘ Is pastoral visitation faithfully
performed ?P"'— Christian Intelligencer.
al

but he does not hear these ‘‘di-

fit to take her to himself, evermore to bask vine calls.”
He had a call one day in the shape of a
in thé smiles of him who said, ¢‘ Suffer litbasket of summer fruit.
Mr. Crossgrain
tle children to eome unto me, and forbid is a so-called infidel.
He disbelieves every
them not, for of such is the kingdom of thing professed by his neighbors out of
sheer
contrariness.
He is opposed to
heaven.”
A. J. GOODWIN.
everybody, a kind of modérn Ishmael.
If

Working

waiting

Jo

ke p

shade that you never
em. They
in rear places and
dark
cornérs«wiThey
have the form of
Christianity ; they may have tone enough
to pray; they may look solemn and behave
respectably in their distant retreats—may
even say ‘‘our church,” ‘our minister,”

:
sion to do so is to be reached, like any | P roof for his neglect.
“Why did ypu not send me word of your
other decision as to the manner of serving

two very stirring and useful tracts, entitled,
¢¢ Light in Dark Places,” and, ‘‘ Watchman,
what of the Night?” which have been pub-

Come

stands idle

ave

use. The
the shelf

ready to take SRbTaLS at every apparent
want of sympathy,
How many good
people, even in a large parish, almost involuntarily take for granted; that the pastor

and subsequently, for a short term,in a as is given at no other crisis of personal bisclassical school in Cincinnati, distinguish- tory. There have been many discussions
in reference to this call, some persons
ing himself in both departments of labor, contending that no man may enter the
as a man of business, a ripe scholar and ef- sacred office without a special summons by
ficient teacher. "About this time he wrote the Spirit, and others believing that a deci-

were,—*¢ Come, Lord Jesus,

he

the mipister to do

We often hear ofa ‘‘divine call” to the
m nistry, of an inward revelation of God’s

~ Trrus,

premuims amount to from two-fifths to one-

bounds

Selections,

; member, . ‘‘shall forfeit all money paid, and
all rights ‘and interests in the Association.” are perishing almost in sight of the most
~ If a young man of twenty or thirty pays all glorious prize.
2. Christian ministers, yes,all Christians,
Attend meetings, give all
his assessments till sixty-eight or sixty-nine, your influence and help to save sinners as “should labor for the immediate salvation of
and then, through povefty and sickness, brands from the burning. It will be ter- sinners.
“makes but a single failurg, he is left penni- rible in the day of judgment to know that
3. Vigorous and honest™effort, in all
less, though he has paid thpusands into the
‘souls are lost through our neglect.
business i
Trani the greatest and
treasury.
He may be re-Initiated, but has
most permanent” business .success. Itisa
not the least claim or guaranty that he will
scrupulous honesty,and not trickery, which
be.
:
pays
the best,even in money.
Mission Work.
~
6. In ordinary insurance companies, the
4. In the failare of a purpose to preach

Ere

the

of our beloved Zion.—Christian

Ho, ye! A word with you and to you, rock of his salvation. He very soon after
one thousand :for their own families,—
if you please. The church is struggling to decided to enter the. Christian ministry.
especially as old men with diseases are
live and do-good, and you are seldom He entered the Theological School at Newconstantly coming in?
;
at meeting.
There is no trial that keeps
8. If one young man of twenty pays five you atway, but the members can not but ton, Mass. Before completing his course
of study, his health failed, and disappointdollars initiation, and all'the assessments
feel distressedat your absence.
ment ensued. He finally became lporssitill he is sixty, and another young man of
What’ is your excuse?
Is it because ly engaged in business in Cleveland, O.,
twenty. defers paying his initiation till sixty,
and

constrain

fore God in neglecting the great salvation so of their adoption—we would soon see a differGod.
Prayer was offéred, and his soul was
set at liberty, and he rejoiced aloud in the

sand dollars for others, in order to secure

and

them to come to Jesus—in a word, we must

that he might be immediately converted to

Meetings.

friends and neighbors,

say and da something for Christ and his
cause: Oh! if it were possible so to arouse
Christ while in college, during vacation, at
the professing membership of our Church
a meeting held in the F. B. church in Lew‘that
they would become workers—all doing
iston, Me.
In the meeting, Bro. P. arose,
something for Christ's cause and the church
confessing his need of Christ,and his guilt belong, with

Neglecters

he

pr]

worker? It is a kind of silent Christian life
a sort of latent zeal which accomplishes

nothing. \Ah! no: Ifwe want to be earndst.
| vation? Certainly.: The immortality of the
1 desire to give a brief ‘sketch of the life
of
miseries
the
heaven,
of
soul, the glories
and deathof Bro: J. T. Pompilly who died workers for Christ and in our church, we | ar
must_go into the prayer meeting, into the |
‘hell, and the love of Christ, are so many in‘centives to lead you to repentince,”
fourth year of his age. Mr. Pompilly’ was Sabbath school ; engage in the tract cause; {.h self
up
The blessings of the gospel! Shall they the gon of Dea. Pompilly of Auburn, Me, interest ourselves in our various missions; | and barren. Of what use is a learned
ascertain
their
wants;
read
the
accounts
and
:
¢
Sa Christigar, a talented Christian, a Chyistian
be slighted, neglected, forgotten? They formerly of Turner. His parents were!
with opportunities on every side, if
are worthy of your candid attention; es- deeply interested in the early conversion letters of missionaries; give ourselves, and |
sential to your final happiness. You can and ‘education of their son, in the hope that get others to give; speak out for Christ hy he is not a working Christian ; if, with all
these ‘advantages, which "are ‘the finger of
not give too much heed to gospel invitations he might be called to the gospel ministry. prayer in our families,and in public; talk to God ‘beckoning him to enter the vineyard,

just ‘one thousand besides initiation ; hence
. each member gets, on the average, just
““»ywhat he’ pays,

~ A. Sketch, and its Lessons.

the terms of sal-

oklyn, N. Y., Aug, 0, in tha thirty»

practical difficulties have

_ The following

If so, are there no motives to

induce a compliance with

Benefit Association.

Mutual

oF

The

Annealing Process.
—

visitor.

Glass,

on

suddenly

cooling,

acquires great brittleness. A chill, after
the most painstaking and successful molding of vase or goblet, would cause the
beautiful structure to fly to pieces. A slight
touch of finger-nail or crumb of glass has, in

a ciitical moment, sometimes crushed the
finest specimen of artistry to dust. There
is a remedy for this tendency in new-made
glass, By- annealing or reheating the
ware, to a degree a little below that by
which is was melted, and gradually removing it from hot to cooler temperatures, the
particles are toughened into more reliable
affinity. A circular train of cars, on wheels
made

for slow

rather than rapid movement,

in the establishment which 1 visited, bears
hundreds of fresh-blown vessels in easy ad-

vances out

from hot to ordinary

ture, in a kind of graduated oven,

simple

process

occupies

give

away

tempera-

and this

a thousand-fold

more time than the shaping of the articles,
This brittleness of the glass is attributable

an illustration of the

brittlenessof new converts,

They will not

stand rough handling. A single thoughtless word has ruined many a young Christian, After conversion they must be annealed, They must be trained into strength
to resist the ordinary temptations of life
Conversion is not enough.’ By prayer and
patience the new convert must be disciplin-

are neglected

by us!

such

sick,

who

discouraged,

full
ing

SpRoriGnities

how

There, too, are the

and" ®ften

friendless.

weary,

How

of - cheer a daily call, with the readof Gud's word, a prayer and a corcantless

chat about life and

its ex-

periences, death and the realiticsto follow, duty and its imperious demands!
8. You can invite and persuade people
to attend God’s house—the preaching service, the Sunday school and the social
meetings,
9. You

can

enlist

others

in work

for

the Master.
Here are church members
who should be awakened to God's claim
upon all meu for service. A word, a
plea oft repeated, ever urgent, may be
the means
of duty.

of awakening

10. You can give.
is something in ten

them

to a sense

Five eents a week
years, expended in

benevolence.
Who can not save five cents
a week for this purpose?
Who can not

save five cents a day?

But what we all want, most of all, is
the “ready mind,” thatfohr services may

be‘‘not by constraint
but willingly.” ‘Where
there's a will there's a way.” Good Lord,
give
hearts,

us,
and

thy

servants,

then

shall

we

willing,
toil

loving

with

fidelity

and delight for thee.—8. 8. Journal.

: A

Wise

Answer.

—

The . celebrated

ohief judge
Caliph

@—

Aboo Yusuph,

who

was

of Bagdad in the reign of the

Hadee,

was

a very remarkable in-

stance of that humility which distinguishes
trve wisdom,
It is related of this Judge

that, on one occasion, after a very patient
investigation of facts, he declared that his

knowledge

was

not

competent

to. decide

upon the case before him.
‘Pray, do you
expect,” said a pert courticr,
who heard

_ And there

ply, “the

who

O,

for usefulness

lie, for days at a time,

this declaration,

old Coristians

worth of tracts

of their inmates,

many

ed to daly duty, advanced by careful
degrees into Christian work, and come by
time and regulurity into strength.
are some

dollars’

ed to the good

to the disturbance of hasty cooling in the
arrangement of its delicate particles. There
must be deliberation in its adjussment to the
new state.
)
This may serve as

fifty

every year. A tiact'went with every ticket
sold.’ More than twenty persons wrote to
him, acknowledging that the tracts he had
thus given them had been blessed to their
conversion.
7. You can reach people with
gospel
influences, who from sickness or sulforing
are most susceptible to them. Thereis a
gentleman in Paiis who watches the obituary notices in the morning papers, and
then sends to the bereaved little tracts
adapted to their situation. A visit to the
poor-house and the jail may often be bless-

dial,

O—

In glass manufacture there is a process
called annealing, which especially interests
the

way of somebody every day.
The right
book in your spare bed-room, or handed to
a friend about starting on a journey, or
forwarded by mail, may do wonders.
A
ticket-agent in a railroad depot used to

ignorance?”

*-that the Caliph is to pay.

“I#do not,” was the

Caliph

pays

me,

mild re-

and well, for

have never been annealed. They may what I do know ; if he were to attempt to
have been conve ried years ago, but not being | pay me for what I do not know, the treasneeded particularly, being more ornamen- ures of his empire would not suffice.—
tal than useful,

they have,

like blown

but

Malcom’s Persia.
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- A Siberian Sleigh-ride.
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Muscles and Brains.

.

i

hasnt TEsoa wil
Le A
a

TI iden of six. } =
inst tho
he
Which Prof. Silliman bint

are scarcely | just deeds, and their tongue must needs | Taylor, “do

N

you think that God,

me to Vilit a famous gold mine that bef of their creed, for it would not serve

a

do

when he |

very good

our ideas of | et-calls to action.
All great languages os
he was, he puton his
Bat, and, withof the old | invariably utter great things, and command | out reply, walked straight out of the build

with the exception of the last | Romnns, whose virtue (literally, manliness

as that would frighten a New Englander, | brute courage. Hence our students
our young clergymen havebeen urged
think nothing of it.
but the Russians

not

be mimicked

long. [ was in Irkutsk, the capital of
Eastern Siberia, when the winter began,
and I wanted to be in St. Petersburg before
fhe end ot January, When tie fF stow

| and gymnastics in general have become the
| prominent features of some of our colleges
| —so much so that some of these same colleges Bio Hiole widely kaowy for the Jou.

P

do

prs

vio

dozen, 10,56

1,96 12,52

1,60
dosen, 1

28. #388
Ba 156

(EE | 8

do

:
Stomachs.
Shar
I
ag
following Is

.
The

3
Frigid
the introduction

0

that

one

The

travel.

winter

for

That a sound mind in a healthy body is|

bought was called a Kibitka, and was the|

most agreeable

a great blessing no one will deny; but these

pattern for one who did not

of these advocates of musculariy is, to
produce rivalry; success in the contests
thus fostered.is to be secured only by the
special and thorough training of the par-

the sides; it was four feet wide at the rear
end, and somewhat narrower in front.

The forward part was boxed in to furnish a
seat for the driver, and

to

ticular muscles brought into play, and

of those who rode imside. .At the end
there was a hood or top, like that ofa
chaise or carriage; there was a boot of
leather and
quilted canvas to keep out
snow, rain and wind,

and

this

be buttoned to an apron that
the front edge of the hood.
the hood was wadded and
to keep out cold and partly
force of the continual bumps,

boot

could

fell down from
The inside of
quilted, partly
to break the
as the sleigh

rolled and jumped around on the road.

It is very cold in Siberia, and one must
wear thick clothing to keep warm. I frequently saw the thermometer forty degrees
below zero, and sometimes it gets below
sixty. Everything that can be frozen, becomes solid. We carried some soup frozen into cakes like small bricks, and we had
a piece of roast beef that looked aud felt
like red granite. The horses used to become white in a short time, no matter what
their original color was; the long hairs
round their nostrils used to be covered with

All the motive power, muscular or

that is used in the human body,

there is generally

a fog or frost cloud resting near the earth,
from the freezing and falling
of all the watery particles of the atmosphere. One can
always tell when it is cold by hearing the
ringing sound of the runners upon the
snow. The snow becomes dry and crisp,
and when taken in the hand it feels more
like sand than snow. In the coldest nights
the stars are always very brilliant, and the
brightest of them seem to burn like diamonds.
:
;
. For my -winter journey, I had a suit of
dothing made from a pair of blankets.
On my feet I had my ordinary woolen
socks, then a pair of squirrel-skin socks;
then some sheep skin stockings that came
knee,

and

then

some

boots

our views

have

always

been

that,

The

party

in

accomplished

¢ Oh! Doctor, come as quickly

Dafeusional, Briss jue

pain.

he

wishes

herself into a chair, put her apron over her
Jace, sana sobbed as if her heart would
reak,
:

Mournifg

chyme,

Of course his brair gets poi-

son instead

with | whole

story.

but acids and

of food.

His face

When or whencgdid
should
and

it arise that when
the

family

shroud themselves in deepest black,

the omen

Somewhefe

be

the

especial victims?

the custom must

have arisen,

since the days of our ancestors—the Saxons,

or the Picts and Scots, whose only clothing
was painted on! Is it going further, or
will there be some resistance and a return
to the right way? Some women spend half
their lives under crape,a sort of self-imposed

-penance,

hot,

heavy,

his friend,

and decorously

A ney Steam

Morning Star Office.

under

Moderate

When | this:

anything.

to pick up

I wanted

matter

might be supposed | —and

consequently

to

successful

study.

equally
injurious to bodily and mental
heglth. Pugilists and gymnasts seldom’
live to old age. If you would do good
face.
My breath congealed, and used to werk, physical or mental, cultivate your
turn my moustache into an icicle, or rather | pawers equally.— Technologist.
beard became a |“into a pair of icicles. My
I
mass of ice, and frequently froze to my
Power in Language.
furs, so that a sudden movement threatened to tear it out by the roots. FreThe chief vices of education fave arisen
quently, before removing my fur coat, I
had to thaw my beard from it, though from the one great fallacy of\supposing
of heavy cloth.
The frost could not penetrate all this
covering, but it constantly troubled my

sometimes I forgot myself and gave it a
severe pull that was sure

my senses.
in

once,

when

bring

me

to

upset,

was

the Sleigh

and

wrappings;

heavy

all these

over

to

It was no easy matter to turn
it took

dress,

me

yoo

in

roots,

speaker

it becomes

moral;

desires to be true;

many

accurate

clear, if

ing.
;
Sivery ten or twenty miles, there was a
station where we changed horses and driv»ers; we made two hundred and nine
changes, and had, in all, at different times,

more than a thousand horses before us.
The horses travel very fast when the roads
are good, especially when the weather is
cold. Frequently we went ten miles an
hour, and occasionally twelve or thirteen.
and

versts,

two-thirds

in

miles

or

sixty

found

that we

fourteen and

minutes.

The

horses were small and hardy, reminding
me of the Canadian horses that are so much
used in the New England States. They
are never

blanketed,

goft,

the

in

even

the coldest

.weather, and their hair was often thick and
like

fur

They were always

of foxes

Generally

sometimes when

wolves.

driven abreast, or side

by side, no matter ifthere

en of them,

and

the

we

were half a doz-

had

roads

three, bat

were

bad, we

would put on five or six, Oune horse is harnessed between the shafts, with a yoke
over his neck, such as one always sees in

and

I made several stoppages

1n the cities on. the road,

so that

sixteen

days were added to the twenty-five above
mentioned. Consequently it was almost

six weeks from the time I started, before I
changed horses for the last time, (and heard
the welcomé whistle of the locomative,
which told me my long journey on runners
was ended, —Work and

Play.

and principal

man’s Delp od

:
the raising
persons, and

i

Lord Bacon,

student will find
I haye

FOR

therefore,

that

indi-

‘We have

years

irst

DECLARE.

is suffering
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Charles Lamb, in that remarkable chapter, “The Confession of a Drunkard,” tells

married to a doll? He chose her out and
paid for her. What a sweet face itis!

You can, in truth, understand a man’s word

drunkenness.

come
they
white
gray

What

us most pathetically of the utter worthlessness of exhortation against the use of

the significance of one of them. Language,
I said, is only clear when it is sympathetic.

Safety-he

says,

is

in

that

only by understanding his temper.
Your one word ‘“abstain,”andif you ask the quesown word is also of an unknown tongue to tion, ‘Is there'no middle way betwixt tohim unless he understands yours.
And it tal abstinence and the excess which kills
fs this which makes the art of language, if you? .,.. for your sake,and that you may
never attain to my experience, with pain I
any one ig to be chosen separately from the
rest,

that which is fittest for the instrument

of a gentleman's education.
To teach
the meaning of a word thoroughly is to
teach the nature of the spirit that coined it;
the secret of language is the secret of sym-

pay,

thd

its full charm is

le y

p

possible only

y

to

been determined by sincerity, false speech,

apparently

may

beautiful,

afterwards

be

constructed ; but all such utterance, wheth-

of language.

Once

learn

to

write grace

fully in the manner of an ancient author
and we are apt to think that he also wrote
in the manner offome one else. But no
noble nor rightstyle was ever yet founded

but outof a sincere heart.

No man is worth reading to form you r
style, who does not mean what he says;
nor was any great style éver invented but

some man

who meant

what he said.

Find out the beginner of a great manner of

calm!

And

then, again,

the happy lovers two and two; as
pass before the high altars, the long,
veils of the brides sweep along the
aisles of the churches; their happi-

ness lightens up the faces looking on. Then
perhaps, some blooming young girl comes
up, bringing a crutch and a bronchial

wheeze; and it now and then happens that
a youth appears, leading a wig of false
plaits, a set of artificial teeth, and half a

must utter the dreadful truth, there is none,
none that
I can find.” And then he’ adds
those most plaintive words of confession
and warning —¢‘Could the youth to whom
the flavor of his first wine is delicious as
| the opening scenes of life, or the entering

§
the principles of beautiful
And thus
speech have all been fixed by sincere and
kindly speech. On the laws which have

high-bred

century of bones to the altar.
The disparity is not so great as you might imagine.

There

may be a heart beating: still beneath
.
i

;

these adjustments,

upon some newly discovered paradise, look | 8

while the bride- |

into my desolation, and be made to under- | £room, for all his youth and good looks,
has not one single drop of warm blood in
stand what a dreary thing it is when a man
shall feel himself going down a precipice his body, So, bad, good and indifferent,
with open eyes and a passive will—to see they pass their way.” Sometimesit is Peace
his destruction and have no power to stop and Good-will who go by hand in hand.
What does it matter if Good-will’s beard
it, and yet to feel it all the way emanating
is grizzled, and Peace has crow’s-feet round
from himself; to perceive
all goodness
Sometimes itis
emptied out of him and yet not be able to about her loving eyes?
forget the time when it was otherwise,— Pride and Vainglory that go sweeping
to bear about him the piteous spectacle of down the long aigle, out into the churchyard beyond:
They are a fine looking couhis own self in ruins; could he see my ple as they sail along, and they look to see
fevered eye, feverish with last night's
gheir reflection in the eyes of the bystanders.
drinking, and feverishly looking for this Sometimes—and this
no very strange
night’s repetition of the folly ; could he féel phenomenon—it is only\the past of one of
cry
I
which
of
out
death
the body of the
contracting parties that
Ns united to the
hourly with feebler and feebler outery to be present of the other. They find itout too
.delivered—it were enough to make him ‘late. — Lome Journal.
dash the sparkling beverage to the earth ig]
all the pride of its mantling temptation ; Loy
There are hearts struggling for purity,
make him clasp his teeth,
to whom the Father’s ways seem mysteri“And not undo’em
ous,
Lvery pleading prayer such have
To suffer wet damnationto run through ’em.”
uttered may have been for a spotless life
and a fervent faith, sanctified by divine
love. Such may have felt unsafe in their

;!

Geology and Theology.

———
The following Blory is told of the Rev.
Dr. Taylor, the noted New Haven theologian: Profound in metaphysics, but not

own

may
out

strength;

every

effort
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Vinegar Maker, Cromwell, Ct.

THE MYRTLE.
This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, wag
enlarged and much improved about tke
first of April, 1869. Itis printed on paper oi
a very superior quality, and its mechanioa!

excellence is equal to that of any.other paper of its class.
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They are pleasant to take and always effective
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up to its normal condition. Beware of counter* feits and imitations. The genuinehave the signature of the proprietors on the wrapper of each
package.
.
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i
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possible; they are all vomiting themselves
to death.’
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“I jumped into my clothes, seized my
stomach pump,and ran. The doctors were
flying in all directions. We cried out to
each other ‘ poison ! poison!’ and rushed

students are compelled to do an amount of
work sufficient to aid materially in their

of

reindeer skin reaching as high up as boots
could possibly go. My leather boots I
acked away in my sleigh, and had no use
or them while I was traveling. Outside
of my ordinary clothing, I had a sheepskin
with
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ducing a definite amount of nervous ener- tion.
:
gr. and no more. If this energy is largely
‘I had the honor to suggest that the
evoted to.any one set of organs, it is ob- poison must be in the water.
vious that the others must suffer from not
** We ran up here, and right there in the
having enough ; consequently, the man that corner, just under that tree, we caught a
cultivates his biceps inordinately must do glimpse of & large paper package, and
80 at the expense of his brain.
rushing into the water, we hauled out
-In this matter, moderation and general more than ten pounds of the deadly poison,
cultivation of all the organs of the system still undissolved.” ~
is the Being at which we ought to aim. We
The stomach is the reservoir from which
can not expect to develop our muscles jat every part of the body receives its supplies,
the expense of our brains, or our brains at and most of its diseases.
5
the expense of our muscles, and remain
Let us look out at this window.
healthy. Neither can anyone set of musDo you see that man with a red nose?
cles be developed with impunity
at the That is produced by a poison which comes
expense of the other.
The student who
from his reservoir.
devotes so much attention to his studies
Notice that lady with the ugly eruption.
that the stomach fails to secure the supply The poison which produces that comes from
of nervous energy requisite to enable it to her stomach, or reservoir.
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digest the required amount of food, will
There, that fine looking gentleman with
surely be punished for his indiscretion by a bad limb, has a big toe which is too big.
that most dire of tormentors, dyspepsia; I know him well. He insists that the
while the man who labors hard all day will, moon is responsible for his gout, as his bad
when he attempts to study, simply go to} attacks comé on af the full of the moon.
sleep. Let a fox-hunter or a farm-laborer Well, Itell him, that the reservoir from
take up a paper or a book in the evening, which the poison in his toe comes, is someand the chances are ten to one that he goes what like the moon in shape, and so he may
to sleep over it., This has an important not be so wide of the truth after all.
bearing on the question of the introduction
But look at that fellow! Did you ever
of the Jabor system into our colleges; but see such a doleful face?
That man has the

resembled the rows of spikes that farmers
ut around the noses of weaning calves.
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muscles or organs can never conduce to
the general health of the individual. General and moderate exercise is favorable to
study ;- but hard work, and especially hard
work employing
one set of organs, is just
the reverse. No truth is more simplé and
obvious than this, and a very small amount
of reflection will serve to make it clear,
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induce the mercenary, until a vote becomés
an article of merchandise, and the bestowal

of it a‘nere moneyed transaction. And so
we appeal to the voters, especially to those

SEPTEMBER 21, 1870.

GEORGE T, DAY,

Me All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters

‘on business, remittances of money; &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.
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Voting and
—

Sinning.
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.

We are getting fairly into the midst of
the fall elections. Vermont -and Maine

have already voted, and New York and
Massachusetts, besides several other States,
both southern and western,

proach the polls.

will

may

be approached

Your

manly

principles

soon
the

school-houses

great many city ward-rooms

are

bribes.

@x-

and a

will

become

furious debate, and each candidate may be
sure:of a most thorough picking to pieces.
herewill be cajoling and fawning in
ndance; old men of limited means will
be treated to frequent gratuitous rides,—for

their health, ostensibly, but really for their
votes ; middle-aged men of limited capacities will be enlightened as to the responsibilities of citizenship, and privately warned
by mibmbers of each party not to

the candidates of the

vote

steadfastness, can hope

to

stand.

of

election sins,

every

time

as a man; every time you advocate a wrong
measure, you betray your trust as a citizen;

his

advice;

man around the corner will suddenly claim
their acquaintance, and there will be no
end to tke counsels of such patriotic citizens
the

welfare

of

the

state,—always cautioning them, however,
$0 consult their best interests in exercisin g
the elective franchise ;—they will be loaded
with political newspapers and stormed with
campaign documents; advised 8 the mo-

rality of one party and warned of the 'cor-

ruptionof the other;
and coaxed, hired

petted

and

and

driven

until the thrusts of demagogues
lains will strike their natures

points, and they be led

bullied

and

lured,

and vil-

with blunted

to sell their

man-

hood with their votes to the interests of in
famy and fraud.
:
We shudder to think

poised Characters
the

opening

of

the

delicately-

that are jeopardized by

campaigns.

Every

election

season witnesses a fearful slaughter of
manhood and integrity, of self-respect and
honor; and before the ranks are mown
~ this time, we wishto warn:
the in.
=

dowu

The

tended victims to shield themselves.

forces moving against you n> more to be
dreaded than the armies investing Paris,
and your capitulation would signify more
than the utter destruction of that city.
Boulevards can be restored; palaces and

walls

battered

cathedrals can be rebuilt;

can be mended; and all the products of
man’s genius and skill can be rer’ aced.

- But when a person's honew 50 forfeited, as
it can be in sellin, g vote; when a moral
prineiple ag been violated, as itis in adV00%iing a wrong measure; when manhood fails to assert itself, and truth becomes the servant of evil, as they do in

ting fraud go unrebuked and
posed,—therehas

fallen

error

a

let-

unop-

structure that

may indeed be rebuilt; but the chances
that it will always lie in ruins,

A great many of us forget
represents a principle.

Whether yod be a Republican or Democrat,

a Labor reformer or a Temperance

We

moral and political duties,

are

man, is

for youto deeide. Only, when you vote, let
ithe yourown vote that you cast. When
you approach the polls, let it be as though
you had come to the public bulletin board
to publish your theories of political justice,
and let

the

what the
write it.

vote

that

sentence

you

would

cast

express

if you

should

ntl

ee.

We need them in all our churches. Chris-

tians need them, sinners will perish if we
fail to enjoy them. Conflicting emotions
arise as we contemplate the fiejd
east and
west. We see the great need of a general
quickening, the certainty that it can be ex-

perienced, and. the

danger

that

it will be

lecting their 7,4y spiritual growth. They
are ch*loq and materialized by the cares,

the rush and roar of secular life,and need to
make special efforts to break its power and
The church becomes a

routine ; they manage its affairs, attend
services, and seek the conversion

its

of souls,

3

Terrible doctrine! Humar hearts recoil
from it. Sinners repel it. Christians, in
sympathy, wish it were not true. ‘Great
reasonings have been set against it. The

Bible has been rejected because it declares
it. Cunning sophistry has been applied to
scriptural phrases, to show that their words
do not mean exactly what they say concern-

ing it.

There has been a * conflict of ages”

springing from the fact of sin and its terrible consequences. The cup of fear has
ever been pressed to human lips, and the
prayer has-been constant for deliverance.

Yet, there stands

the record, ¢* The

soul

that sinneth it shall die;” '* The wages of
sin is death.”
Damnation is not a literal’ fire. No
intelligent Bible students have ever beFire, in the Scriptures,

is

always an emblemof suffering,

misfortune

or

to

hardship,

when

applied

mind.

‘Everlasting fire” is the remorse, shame
and despair of the lost. ‘‘ Go to, now, ye
rich men, weep and howl for the miseries,
that shall come tipon you. Your gold
and silver are cankered;.the rust of them
shall be a witness against you, &nd shall
eat your flesh as it were fire. Ye have
heaped
treasures together for the last
day.” The fire isin the soul, and is all

the flesh reap corruption,”
The eternal harvest is of
ture.

now amd here.
the same na-

So strong is the testimony
and

experience,

have

that

abandoned

of Scripture

Universalists, even,

their favorite

dogma

of

immediate happiness after death, and admit

They ought to hold special meetings, de- | this conclusion;
sin is inevitably followed
vote time and labor, to gain a richer .by misery, unless God provides a remeto’

come

nearer

to

that a vote

Christ, and have a more Christ-like spirit.

disconnect our

If the saints would hold meetings for this
purpose, “confess their faults one to anoth-

that

i

more to build up the church, than from a that future misery must follow present
real desire to glorify God, grow in grace crime. There is no escape from this.
and save souls from perdition. They are ‘Respect for Seripture, or the voice of naselfish and worldly even in their religion. ture, or the facts of the present life, force
Christian experience,

uomindfal

—

What a word! what a fearful doom!
‘‘ He that believeth not shall be damned.”

Is there a rémedy?

¢ He that

believeth

on the Son "hath everlasting life.” Why
should such faith rescue from ’perdition?
Because it works a change of character;

er,

former; that is, as to the principles on
which they should be performed. A person’s political relations ought to indicate, in
a general way, his theory of governing his
state or country in the best interests of
His ecclesiastical
truth®and humanity.

‘building up the church,” and aim at more
personal holiness, they would have a revival. Suppose pastors and members should
everywhere agree to meet and pray, and

relations can not indicate that, for the
church, as such, has nothing to do with

pride, wotldliness, every root of bitterness,

regenerate heart, as the seven devils dwelt

and all features of backsliding and indifference were broken up and purged from the

in Mary of old. Faith in Christ
him to impart new feelings, mew

political government in the United States.
The measures that a person votes for
ought to declare the fesults of careful con-

and pronounce the verdict of a

They full
conscientious judgment.
short of doing that when one’s politics
those of his employer, and his vote is
Can a man be
to the highest bidder.
such a course,
of
disgrace
the
of
scious
Can he realize
still persist in it?
great privilege that the

elective

far
are
sold
conand
the

franchise

invests him with, and still:be so regardless
of the proper use of it? Can he appreciate the influence that he is wielding in the
simple cast of a vote, and still reduce the
measure of that influence to a mere pecuni-

ary standard ?

But the chief offenders are not, in every
case, the weak-minded citizens who sell
It is very much with them as
their votes.
has a strong appeit is with the man who

tite for drink and a failing will to" resist its
demands. Ina majority of such" cases the
seller is chiefly responsible for the crime.
And so the man who barters his principle
may not be the worse transgressor. His
power of resistance may be but poorly developed ; his character may not be very se‘curely moored in either direction, and eo he
is quite ready to float with the current,

side

and to approach the

that offers the

most flattering inducements.

villain

The

in that case js rather the person who offers
the inducement than the one who yields to
Jit.

No

one

can

fairly

bimself

live for

alone, and however much we may ignore

the responsibility, we

brother's keeper. '

are still our

weak

But we realize thut it is not safe to ap-

peal to the integrty ofthese practical political rascals.

They

ceptible, and wheedle

will fla ter

the

tho

ignorant,

eus-

and

receive the Spirit, and with it, the new: life,

the new love ; and none others have this

ang pray

one

for

might be healed,” cast

seek

instruction

and

another

that-they

aside

all idea of

help, -until

they

that they were just right before God,

heart, wotild not the Lord visit and

felt

until

refresh

them ? ‘Would they not gain new power
and Jove, new faith and higher views of
Christian duty and privilege?
The result
would be glorious. - And it is just what is
needed. The gospel has lost power over

}

tain of its wages, death.

I Will See You Again.

fuel

of selfishness,

lust,

envy,

rebellion,

perfidy, will burn uate eternal misery...It
must be cast out.

with God, and hedoesit.

all who ask.

every

un-

invites
tastes,

harmonize

which

impulses,

and

| desires

It possesses

He will do it for

* Open the door, and I will

it suddenly asserts its power.
the revelation does

yearnings of

come,

a crushed

heart,

and

in-

revival

meetings

for

the

churches,

through the land? Will they not take time
for it, and be thorough in breaking up the
fallow ground? Teachers have ‘ Institutes,” and spend weeks in drill to refresh
and revive their learning ; ought not Christians to have meetings for a similar purpose ?
Such revivals can be had anywhere, at
any time. There is no need of foreign help;

not

be

all.

soul full of

happy,

and

because

those who believe in Christ are changed
from the bondage of selfishness to the liberty of love, they are rescued from condemnation.

Spiritual
cerned

on

relations
earth;

are

the

but

dimly dis-

difference

between

one in whom the Spirit dwells, and the
carnal mind, is seen ‘‘through a glass
darkly,”

but

when

‘“we

see

as

Wwe are

and church can carry .on the seen,” we shall not be surprised that joy
meetings; indeed, it is better that they or woe depends upon our reception or reshould be alone. Very little preaching is jection of Christ, The difference. between
necessary; conversation, counsel, inquiry, a believer and an unbeliever is infinite.
from minister and Just the difference between loyalty and
prayers and exhortations,

the pastor

people, are better than sermons.

without a pastor can carry on
ings, and make great progress

growth.

A church

rebellion, love

and

hatred,

power

to

see

such meet- and total blindness, sweet harmony and
in spiritual jarring discord, life and death, salvation

There is not a church inthe land

of this
which does not need a special effort
kind, and the result in every case would be

and damnation.

God does the best he can

for all his creatures. He offers to fit them
for heaven, but if they will not receive the
Spirit, he sends them where the discords
of their hearts will not destroy the peace of
the righteous, but spend their bitter forces
upon themselves. There is a fitness in
this. Ifthe Spirit of God does not dwell

the bands,

and

would’

set in order

the

part pulsate with a great purpose, and di-

Buthy some means they

pulse,is vacant, and the whole life is hence .
rendered aimless and unsatisfactory.
They

are generally: friendly to religion,

speak well of reformers, approve of piety
and’ integrity, commend the churches, the.

of nature, more potent than hunger, or
thirst, or ambition, or love of gain, or of
life itself, we just begin to understand the
preciousness of the assurance which Jesus

spoke. for all his saints, ‘I will see you
again.” Yes, they will not come to us, but
we shall go to them, and find them alive,
and dearer to us than when we parted in
the chamber of death. How sweet it will
be to receive their embrace! Kisses of

ers,

blessed ? “And all of this will exalt

Christ
it

this inheritance, we could never have hoped

for such greetings. , From
love

there

Christ's

in

his heart, every

heaven comes;

spring from

union with

us.

power

Because

he

of
said,

«] will see you again,” and because
he
draws us to himself, we shall embrace the
gloiified ones in the skies.

The Disciples.
A

This is a peculiar sect. They have been very
sharp in their assaults upon other Christian
denominations; are intensely sectarian, inclined to bigotry and intolerance, and are

not

therefore loved very ardently by other

sects. Yet
they have many
excellent
points. They are ardent students of the
Bible, diligent readers,patrons of education,

enterprising, bold, enthusiastic

and

than

tion to Christ.

an

act

of personal

Here-inthey have

penny-a-liners;

others

run

faith-

consecra-

Scripture.

barely

no commendation from ws.

If he did we

er Christians do not see that the bapti-mal
formula and theory are in conflict; either

endowed with so many good qualities, that
one feels peculiar regret that a trifling, yet
essential addit:on could not have
been

made, so as’ to render what they have
eally fruitful of success. It is painful to |
church,” or abandon the theory that such is see men able to almost reach the coveted | |
the function and use of the rite. In this boon, and fail; to have a great hunger for |
matter the Disciples are clearly with the high success, and the ability to almost |
reach it, yet fail by some foolish defect.
Scriptures.
They also hold that all Christians are én- This is the case, exactly, with the mass of
they

any particular church. They indeed’ makg,
baptism an essential condition of becoming
a Christian, and yet, if a pious man, who
has never been baptized, believes it his privilege to partake of the supper, they do not
ohject. They adhere to the apostolic rule.
“Let a man examine himself, and so let
him eat.” They hawe,, from their doctrinal

that we

make

The Journal Officiel has published the
address from the Government
of National Defense to the French peeple:
Frenchmen—In proclaiming four days
ago a government for the national defense
we defined our mission, The power had
fallen to the ground. He who commenced

misstep, or folly, spoil it all, and waste life following

into the

titled to come to the Lord’s table; that they
come as Christians, and not as members of

request

men who train in the army in which Charles

Browne was chief.
From considerable acquaintance with
these adventurers, we are persuaded that
their chief lack is a moral one; They are
noted

for easy morals, a lack of conscience

and moral

purpose, and that seems to dis-

with

crime

ended

with

desertion,

We

have done nothing but take again the Government fallen from the powerless hands,
but Europe wants to be enlightened.
It is
ReSessgy

that she

should

learn by

unex-

ceptional evidence, that the entire country
igtwith us, The invader must meet in his

path not only an immense city resolved to
perish rather than to

ple. on

their

surrender,

feet, organized,

but & peo-

and a rep-

resentative assembly
besides, which can
carry everywhere, and despite all disasters,

the living soul of the country; and
Government accordingly decrees :

the

Article One —The Electoral Coljeges are

convened for Sunday, the 16th day of Occourage and loosen their whole machinery ; tober, for the purpose of choosing a Nutionnot arrange for them without delay?
theif impulses are too generous, manly, al Constitutional Assembly.
When Christians are revived, and feel the
Article Seecnd.—The election shall be
and
just,
to
be
satisfied
with
the
sordid
and
power, and exhibit the beauty of the divine
held at the regular polling places, in conposition, better reason for close communion
perfidious ; they are cut out for philan- formity with the law of the 15th of March,
life in the soul, sinners will believe. This
AEE
:
their in us, we are not his children, nor heirs; than other Baptists,and are to be commend- thropic. Christian endeavor,and if their na- 1849.
penetrate
spiritual : presence will
ed for that charity which declines to tures cogld he permeated and inspired with
Article Third,—The number of members
hearts, and they will begin to cry out, * Mens our characters render such relations impos“judge another ‘man’s cervant,” and reject such a ‘faith, and loglr and purpose, as of the Constituent Assembly is fixed at
and bretiffedy, what shall we do?” The chiet sible. But disciples of Christ receive the
750.
‘
:
reason why the gospel isino more success- Spirit, and he dwells and works in them. whom God receives.
Article Fourth,—The Minister of the In*I'HE GENERAL SHOWMAN,
Being reminisThey
preach
faith,
repentance
and
bapThose
who
reject
Christ
receive
not
the
ful is that there is so Nttle of its power and
cences of the lite of Artemus Ward. By Edward terior is charged with the execution of the
present decree,
glory displayed in the churches. ‘The Spirit. Satan reigns in them; they are tism us conditions of pardos; and assert Kingston, New York: Harper & Brothers.

blessed. - Why can we not have them? Why

°

Jules Favre replied as follows:

fail, because almost great and noble ! of our Government

in frivolous, unsubstantial pursuits. They are

** baptiz-

It is singular that othchanged;

better

known to you their gratitude, and beg you
men but just fall short a little; come near| to transmit it to your Government,
to doing a grand work for hamanity, and |

“ baptized into Christ,” but never

should either say, ** I baptize thee

Nothing

I eonsider it a happy augury for the
not enough of them to make them leaders; French Republic to have obtained her first
they are the “middle men,” baving more recognition from the United States, which
talent, learning, ambition and ingenuity founded their wise and eareful institutions
than ordinary men, and not enough to on independence and eivil virtue, and in
spite of the terrible ordeals which the
make them great men in any department have passed through, have preserved wi
of life.
unbroken firmness’ their faith in the great
A few of them, like P. T. Barnum, Dr. prineiple of liberty, whence issue dignity
Nations desiring te beGrimes, and Mr. Browne, make money by and prosperity,
their eecentric scheming, but generally come masters of their destiny must follow
the course pursued by you; must-.take as
they are more successful in spending than symbols
a love of industry and respect of
accumulating.
Their habits are not very the rights of all. This is the programme
regular, their plans are often changed, of the Government just established here
their expectations fail, and the ‘‘wolfat from an unfortunate crisis, the result of the
follies of despotism. But at this moment,
the door” is often troublesome.
we can have only one care,—to deliver the
Mr. Kingston opens to view the social, | nation from the enemy.
There, again, we
business, and moral life of this class of | have the benefit of your example and your
people, though this is not his object at all. persevering courage. In the accomplishAnd this is the only valuable feature of his ment of this task, we. count upon the supHook.
The struggles, hopes, disappoint- port of all men of heart, and of all Governments interested in the triumph of peace.
ments, temptations, which pertain to their
We are strong in the justice of our cause,
experience, awaken peculiar emotions of and we have a firm hope of success, and
| sympathy. For they seem like men who the adhesion of the Governmentat Washalmost achieve great success in life, and ington gives us confidence. The members

by accident, a little lack somewhere, a step,

one or the other ought to be

blesses a whole

and

on their side, for believers are always represented as ¢* baptized into the Father,” &o.,

ed into the church.”

by his effort.

the could have been done, in that direction,
and | than was done in seeuring the services of.

serve, and too eccentric to be masters;
there is too much of them to be led, and

all re-

the

generation

shows, or give lectures on! should hasten to givé it. But his object
strange countries, and nove} themes ; others does need emphatic and substantial approvresort ter agencies, patent, and miscel'ane- | al; wetrugt it is to gain that from all quarshal present it to our readers.
ous speculations, uncertain in character | te1s, as he
and results. They are generdlly men of
French War Utterances
talent; some have real geniui; they are
—
ambitious. to do-and be more than ordinary
We give below some of the utterances of
plodders, and yet they lack the steadiness
espeeial significance that have appeared in
of purpose, breadth of mind, and enterprise
connection with the warin Europe. Ministo succeed in business, statesmanship or
ter Washburne having been: the first to
learning.
‘They are too independent to
recognize officially the French Republic,

all comes from him. Had he not conquered
death, led the way to glory, and purchased

pulsation of

locals,

panoramas

welcome from father, mother,
brothers,
sisters, children, dear ones,—will it not be
in our reverence, gratitude and love, for

helper honors himself and

Browne. *

all have been amused by his drollery. He| Rev. G. W. Bean in the general agency in
was a genius, ubique, and Tepresentibg] its behall. He is sure to carry ‘into ‘it enera nwmerous class of peculiar men, who! gy, presistence, courtesy, good judgment
live by their wits, and abound in America | and an unselfish devotion thatiwill win a
more than in any other country. Large num- | prompt confidence, and should enlist a
bers of them are ‘‘on the press” as report-| hearty and general eodperation. He needs

than any other voices

rather

can

a

to

any are really for-

Every one knew Artemus Ward,
nom de plume adopted by Mr. Browne,

cries

come fron: the center of our being, more

tense and imperative

Charles

feel the

ishness

heaven, selfishness is hell;

offer

vine inspiration.

But when

and we

love can not be miserable, one full of self-

generous

on the point whether

tighten

and toned for work worthy

but

ly and cold.
Jesus is dishonored, and the
cause is disgraced hy it. Can we not have

is the

machinery of their souls, and make every

natures, braced

|

the jadgmentin the matter, and if there
was not a cause, they would ,be ready to ministry and all labors of love; write them
‘afterwardsit gave them comfort. Death declare judgment. Bat if they confess that up, compliment them, and offer them
believers are forgiven, ‘many words of encouragement; and feel
is an enemy.
It rends tenderest ties, and some unbaptized
pours a great grief into bereaved hearts. that pious Methodists, Presbyterians, &ec.; and express the same sympathy with and
No one knows the anguish of mourning, are accepted of the Lord, what becomes of interest in horse races, theaters, dram shops
who has not tasted the cup, The first ex- their doctrine that there is no promise of the circus, and mountebank.
They drink,
perience under the blow of death is crush- pardon without baptism? And if they say and’ swear genteelly, and take free license
ing sorrow. No language. can describe it, that they are not pardoned, and that God for any indulgence which may amuse them
no heart can conceive it until rent by its holds them guilty, and hence exposed to or contribute to social hilarity. Their viown bereavement, There is one relief. Je- hell, their own. moral sense, the generosity vacity, store of anecdote, general informasus spoke it; the resurrection confirmed it, of Christ, the whole spirit of our religion tion, warm and magnetic natures, make
cries out against it. In this dilemma they them a power in society; the young are
“I will see you again.”
“Let me see him again”,s1id a dying moth- therefore reply, * We don't know. anything drawn to them, and molded by them, and
er, as a darl'ng infant was taken from her ‘about it.” Now,the fact that they dare not iu too many cases destroyed by their influembrace blessed with her last kiss. «Let {,avow an opinion in such a case, proves ence, being fascinated by the lawless, aimme see him again, up there,” and she point- that there is a slip somewhere in their log- less liberty of this low, irregular and ven.
ed to the skies. She had aright to make ic.
turesome life.
that request.
‘Life and immortality have
We have not the least objection to
These men are too good not to be better;
been brought to light.” Jesus has brought the doctrine that those who believe, repent there is too much of them to be lost to
the two worlds close together,he has shown
and are baptized, certainly receive pardon; themselves and ‘society; they are capable
us that personal knowledge, acquaintance
but when it is said or implied that no others of doing much for the world, of filling imand love, survive the grave; that life in the
are forgiven, we do object. In our judg- portant stations of influence, of doing a
other world is just as real, tangible,
and ment, that is the weakest point in the whole noble work to make men better and happersonal, as it is here, and though weé”part theory of the Disciples; and the time will pier; and it is worthy of special effortto
at death, we shall meet again. Since Je- come when they will modify it. They can persuade them to seek the ‘‘one thing needsus spoke those
words,
every
dying very well sustain the position that all who do ful,” the faith of the gospel, to render their
saint can say to those left behind,
“I will sincerely accept of Christ with the heart, lives a success.
It is difficult to reach
see you again.”
and put him on in baptism, do surely find them ; they are conceited, full of unbelief,
Many thousand hearts, sad and hopeful, pardon; but they, can not: defend the as- incited by ‘‘a'good time coming,” and hard
are looking, yearning, hoping, for meetings sumption, or implication, that no pious per- to interest even if one succeeds in gaining
beyond the river. All their faith, their pos- sons ean expect pardon without baptism, their attention. But, one by one, they may
itive assurance that they will see and know
because it is not true, it is opposed to the be led toa better way and saved.
They
each other there, does not cure the great spirit of the gospel and the specific prom- have within them the germs of a better life,
sorrow lying heavily, deep down in the ises of Chri:t.
which if awakened to life by persistent and .
heart. There it is at the root of hope, there
The Disciples have an able ministry, and faithful teaching, may be made to bear
it lingers a perpetual presence, often break- are improving in piety and Christian chari- fruit to God's glory. ~
ing out in sudden anguish, filling the bosom ty. The wire-edge of controversy |s wearMaine CENTHAL INSTITUTE. ‘The effort
with emotion, and the eyes with tears; coming off; they are more amiable and fratering up midst business cares, and social joys, nal than formerly, and are taking a good made in bebalf of the Maine Central Inand is only quieted by the precious words, stand for the mural reforms of the day, as stitute by the Penobscot Yearly Meet“] will see you again.”
well as for doctrinal theories; and, as a| ing, was worthy of the F. Baptists of
Deep and mysterious are human hearts. consequence, are regarded with more fa- Me., and it fitly inaugurated the movement
Who knoweth them? Who can fathom his vor by other Christian bodies,than formerly. which has been resolutely undertaken, to
own spirit? When bereavement comes, we
We rejoice in every step of progress lift off the heavy burden of debt which has
are surprised at the depth of our sorrow. which they take, especially towards Chris- | been making our broadest-shouldered brethWe knew not the strength of our love.
We tian union, in deed and in truth, as well as ren stoop and the bravest hearts among .
Only
enter a new world of experience, discover in word. Their 500,000 members are ca-| them grow anxious and fearful.
a
beginning,
however,
has
been
made.
new powers
within,
and
unexpected
pable of doing great service in, the Master’strength of bonds, holding us to other cause, and we shall be glad to see them re- | The generous pledges at Pittsfield must be’
hearts. We are so impressed with the ma- formers indeed, in things which belong to a followed up generally. It is a load needing the aid of many hands, and the interests
terial, the visible and tangible, that
we
pure and Christian life.
involved in lifting it are such that every
forget the spiritual, and are surprised when
then,

the world, because Christians are so world-

in,”

When this point is urged upon them, and
they are called upon for-an opinion

very creditable, = They ought to have one.
The Scriptures afford light enough to guide

When He comes in, love comes in, the fire
of love is kindled, and henceforth, new
relations, new harmonies exist.
Love is

come

of and satisfying t> them. ' This

So said Jesus to his sorrowing disciples.

The promise was not understood

it brings new elements, a new kind of fuel
into the soul, which feeds the fire of love,

and casts out the fuel which feeds the fires
of woe.
Our fate depends upon this. The

culiarity, and they are very emphatic in asserting it. Yet they will scarcely say that
no one is ever pardoned without baptism.

opinion about it. To have no opinion
on a question of such grave import, is not

ful to their convictions. They preach a
full and free salvation for all men,and argue
that all may and ought to come to Christ
and live. They refute the old, unscripturaj
tradition, that
baptism
i8 the
door
into the church,” a mere organizing act,

all

¢

given without baptism, or not, they .usu- miss of this ; the central, the divinest chamally dodge, and reply that they have no ber ‘of their souls, the seat of religious im-

guest; they are servants of sin, and are cer-

unions

the proper discharge
of the latter involves
as much Christian integrity as that of the

sideration,

they are damned ; there is no alternative.
The whole matter turns upon this: Have

Damned.

wp

prevented.
We are glad, and we are grieved. Glad that salvation is within reach;
that every minister, every church,every person, may have it; sorry that the unbelief, “Hell fire” is the combustion, the moral
worldliness and sins of so many will prevent burningsof passion; it is shame, and the
the blessing. We fully believe, we have no ‘angry surgings of soul-powers, in rebellion
doubt at all, that a revival may be enjoyed against God.
Are the wicked damned?
So the Bible
in every church. The only question in
teaches.
So nature and experience teach.
doubt is, will we use the means.
What
_If ministers will renew their consecration What is the effect of sin in this life?
and seek a fresh baptism of the Spirit, in- the condition of sinners? They are concreased power from on high, closer union demned already, The fires of hell burn
with Christ, greater enthusiasm for souls, even ‘here. Contrast the life of the virtuWhat can
they can attain it. They can gain that spir- ous withthat of the wicked.
itual power, which will give them great we say of brothels, drunkeries, society
Wnction in preaching, unutterable yearnings among criminals? This world is full of
in prayer, and: sweet communion
with hells, ‘‘ where the worin dieth not, and
Christ. This would be a revival,and a very the fire is not quenched.” There is Ho
necessary and important one. If ministers Scriptural language that is descriptive isl
are not fall of the Spirit, how can they lead torments of the lost, but it may be truththe flock? There are but few of them who fully applied to many sinners on eartk.
Wherever they have broken away from the
do not need quickening.
They are too cold,
restraints of grace, and repelled the influtoo professioral, have too little love and
ence
of the good, these horrid fruits are
fervor. The first point to be gainedis a
abundant.
Are
any shocked at future
revival among ministers.
Shall we have
damnation?
It is no more improbable
it?
than present damnation. Here it is before
Churches make 8 g3q mistake, in negus.
¢ Those who sow to the flesh shall of

rise to a higher life.

21, 1870.

Wo

worldliness obscure it. When the flameis
kiridled, and burns to its full glory, men

lieved that it is.

Revivals.

other,—the adviser

young men just.out of their minority will
be shown unusual attention ; even the rich

as are burdened with

Y

light of the world” shines-but dimly; it
enemies to. God ; they can not enjoy him; that no man has any promise of forgiveness come from the life of Christ, ‘they would
under an eclipse ; the daft and smoke of he must condemn them, as he hates all sin; until he is baptized. This is.their chief pe- find every muscle, power, element of their

Every

wrong you indulge now, will weaken your
position then. Andas we are speaking

for

usually bestowing five dollars or so, to signify the generous sincerity of

STAR: SEPTEMBER

:

world, when Christians exhibit its full power in their own experience. That is our
deliberately destroy the only means that ‘great need, just now. For this we should all
could be of service to you. But you do pray and labor. The voice of God ‘bids us
just that, everytime you pander™to fraud ‘¢ #rise and shine ;" our own vows bind us
or yield to time-servers. Life has a great to a new and more entire consecration ji the
many dangerous places for your honor and’ hosts around us can not be saved unless.we
fi a by
:
integrity, and only the character that has “do our duty.
fortified itself by previous discipline and
H

you sell a vote, you weaken your character

the scenes of animated discussion, if not of

-

yo

Will contess that God is in us of a truth, ‘we the Spirit, or have we not? " All who
your best that the ‘* gospel is the power ‘of God to sincerely receive Jesus as Lord and Master,

with

citement that will attend the campaigns, and every
time y#U sacrifice principle for
quite a number of the States are to choose
_party, or allow personal considerations ‘to
Senators to Congress, and the opportunidetermine your course, you forfeit your poties for employing the arts and tricks of
sition as a guardian of the State.
We
" electioneering are thereby considerably - inwould not dictate your party relations.
country

4

were about to enter-'a place of extreme
danger, you would not, as you approach it,

particularly

ap-

Besides the usual St

and local officers to be chosen, and

creased.
Numerous

-

‘-

x

friends, and every time you yield one of salvation.” We haveno idea of the: rapidithem it is like sactifiging a friend. If you ty with which the gospel will conquer the

{ Errors.

GEORGE H. BALL,

who
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strength

to any church.

We

can

not conceive, when we look Godward and
at the promises, how a church, however

is worthy, without the spilling of = blood ‘small and weak,can die,as longas it makes
and without fratricidal strife, Behold. the “itself usefal by Yelping others who are smallthird awakening! It is ideally beautiful.

The third ! say rather, the fourth; for we ‘er and poorer than itself. Such churches are
ig needed in God's work
must not forget that 1830 was republican needed, and what

he will kéqp for that work.

for

fought

have

the beginning. We

* at

her only to lose her. To-day ‘she rises
complete with a single word. Vive la

y

is the normal. state

‘This, then,

France!

more favorable than the facts warrant. Whether
the fact; if it be one, that John Morrissey is
“about to close his doors is due to the vigor and
success of their campaign or ‘to the near approach of the close
of the season we can tell better next summer.
"

been long

C.0.L.

Encouraging

It is the result of a penny collection taken

3 ain.
e.

thee to

to

should it happen

is hard, ‘but

fall once

The rights of maj are imperishami

and

ranks,

the "Prussian

through

ittle, they might as well do nothing, that
the work is greatly hindered. Those who

cause them to retreat in terror, it would be

send the “two mites,” do immense good.
accomplished by the following address of The children can replenish the treasury.
advancing army :

Victor Hugo to the
You may take the fortress;

you will find

You may tuke the

the rampart.

The

You may take |

you will find the barricade.

spot;

the

Europe.on

slaughter

by stone; to

stone

Paris

take

must ac-

sentence you

will be the terrible

to

kill

France in detail in each street;—in each
house, that Fee light must be extinby- soul. Germaus, hold
guished soul
back! Paris is formidable. Think awhile
before her walls. All transformations are
possible, for her indolence gives you the
.measare of her energy. She seems to be
Ter thought
She will awake.
asleep.

Lac

Revivals,

and we did not “back out” again.
Perhaps it isbut justice tosay that good
Bro. F.B.Moulton sent his team to Oshkosh
that eventful evening, for us, and it probably was the boy who came with it, that
called our name. He did very well so far,

\,
and going off without us.
In going to the Fond du Lac Q. M., we
- found Brothers Potter and Annis at Glenbeulah waiting to take us and others to
Greenbush, where a Sabbath school conven-

The last
Repriep Cuurcu, N. Y.
session of the Oswego Q. M. was held with
this charch, and God's presence was visibly

and we

hope

for

its

church is without a pastor, but

as usual with small gatherings, was made
No doubt some good
up of choice spirits.
was done.
On Friday, Bro. Potter's team took
us four miles to So. Prairie. I supposed,as

any ome naturally would, that, as we were
going to a prairie, and a south one at that,

we would find level roads. But not so, by
We went over, round and
any means.

are

These

kettles.”

“the

through

in a

tract several mles in length,and two or three
miles in width, and about as rough and uneven as you can imagine. The kettlesare
holes in the ground from two to twenty

with large forest trees grow-

rods across,

ing in them,in some cases the tops reaching

but little above the brim of the kettle. The
road runs mainly around on the rims of the
They received this name from
kettles.

their resemblance to potash kettles.
tle

few years ago, traveling for the

a

boy,

A lit-

first tine through them with his father, was
so struck with their appearance that he
inquired with much emotion, «“How came

God to make such great holes ?”

After passing these peculiar formations
we reached the place of meeting, on a rich,
level prairie, and found quite a gathering
already at the place.
The meeting was held in a school-house,
quite a common occurrence in this country.

But it was a nicely made house and did honor to the South Prairieans. The brethren here

are men of deep piety and strong energy.
They take hold with earnestness, and make

:

a deep mark when they move.

The Conference nobly resolved to raise
$100 more for the Fond du Lac church in its

To make this

itself.

struggles to build up

vote of value, the sum was divided among
the churches, to be raised in thirty days
“They also responded. well to the call for
And here let
funds for Foreign Missions.
me add that, although ‘headed off” from
for the

collection

a good

up with
cause.

Wealth grows pro-

fusely

out of the soil, if that soil is only’

poorly

cultivated.

ceive

of the country with

richness

the

of

hardly con-

can

One

It is so with the cities and

out seeing it.

We very
to wns, especially with Chicago.
often meet with the smile of incredulity and
sometimes the sneer, when Chicago is described. It is enough to say that ‘‘seeing
is believing,” in this case.

with al] their wealth and prosperity

But

and western

vim, one

who

khows and is

laboring there, says our churches

for a

long distance around Chicago’ 'are weak

and unable to do‘mdgh,

reasons

west,
.

carrying

were,

labgr on -the
1/1

“to

not

"weakness,

removals

off many. members

their families; and the
|
thefp.

wr

assigned

This is.sad.

part of
me

be done

lack

to the

with

of persistent

gghose who gathered

it seemed

by

The

as

though

dwalling upon their

and. doing nothing or but littlé

with

ASHTABULA Q. M.—Held its August session at
The churches were
Wellsburg, August 26—27.
either by .letter or delenot all represented,
harmoniously
was
business
gation. — The
Through a request of the Conneaut
transacted.
of D. Winton.
church, a committee composed
E. Page and A, Bryant was chosen to examine.
Aft
P. Taylor, for license to preach the gospel.
Q. M. lier passing a good examination, the
was
preaching
The
censed him for ome year.
spiritual and instructive, and in our social meetings it was manifest that all were determined to
On Sabbath a collection was
work for Christ.
Next
taken for Foreign Missions, of $15.40.
gession with the Conneaut church.
A. F. BRYANT, Clerk pro tem.

Cheapest

and

shortest

College, Poughkeepsie

Dundee

business.

of 3.00 in

Floor

of the

and

PUBLISHED

Erysipelas, and
Blotches on the face, Salt Rheum,
medicine
skin and Scrofulous diseases, this
all

No.

100,000

|

and cheap

Troches, many worthless
offered,

Clerk,

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,
GENERAL,

Six Methodist missionaries are on their way to
San Francisco, to sail thence tie last of this
month for China.
Upon re-entering his church in Chicago, after
a recent trip to Europe. Bishop Whitehouse was
handed a check for $16 000, which had been
raised during his absence for the liquidation of
the church debt.
It is reported that the recent action of the United Brethren, at their last Annual Conference, on
the subject of secret societies, has produced great
dissatisfaction, and is leadingto some serious seOfthese the most important is that of
cessions,
the church in Indianapolis, which has gone over

to the Methodists.
new Methodist monthly magazine, illustratis to be started this month, under the direc:
and avspices of the General Conference of
Methodist Episcopal church South, It promto be characteristically’a Southern magazine,
It will also be characnot all sectional,

How it will accomplish this difficult task
rian.
its published prospectus does not advise us, Rev.
Its point of publiW. P. Harrisap is the editor.
cation is to be Nushville, Tennessee.
It is said that the Young Men’s Christian Association of Saratoga, in its crusade agginst the
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LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANC
10 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVNGS.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most exton
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. The

n Society
The members of the Freewill Baptist Educatio
the Vestry of
are hereby notified’and « «raedto meet in Me.,
on Wedthe Freewill Baptist ehu il Augusta,
the choice of
nesday the twelfth day of October next. fir transacti
on of
officers for the ensuing year, and for thecome before the
any other business that may legally
Sec.
Rec.
DURGIN,
W.C,
D.
meeting.
Seabrook, N.H.,Sept.17, 1870,

of youth. It makes a lady of thirty appear but
Both articles are entirely harmless and
twenty.
very pleasant. They should be in every lady’s possession.
6w3b
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man. Price only One Dollar. 285 pages, bound
‘cloth, DR. A. H., HAYES, Author.
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Dover, Sept. 16, 1870.
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What Did Xt ?t—Lyon’s Kathairon made my
hair sott, luxuriant and thick, and Haxan’s Magnolia Balm changed that sallow complexion into the
marble beauty you now see. This is emphatically
the language of all who use these articles. A fine
head of hair and a refined complexion are the great=
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TEMPLE
2¢
England,
New
for
Agent
Genegal
LIAMS

MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
HYPOCHONDRIA, aad all other diseases arising from the
ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS
ES of mature years.
This is indeed a book for every

notified and warned
are hereby
Mission Society
Freewill Baptist church
to meet in the Vestry of the
the twelfth day of
ay,
in Augusta Me., on Wednesd
choice of
October next, at 11 o'clock, A. M., for the
of
officers for the ensuing year, to hear the report
business
other
any
transact
to
and
,
the Treasurer
that may come before the meeting.

BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
6m44

est attractions a woman

Baptist

Freewill

of the

members

SOLD

617

Are of different Sizes—Strong,

TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE
DECLINE IN

Notice.

The

to

sure

Be

nothing.

for

good

are

which

OBTAIN the true
BROWN’S

are

imitations

COPIES

good

IMPROVED

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVA-

clear and strengthen the voice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

Dias

INSTITUTE,

Street,

and

(Opposite Revere House,)

Notices and Appointments.

use them to

4 Bulfinch

A

Ask Tor
g=~ Publishers’of Nearly 300 styles of Bibles. descrip=
he Potter editions, and get the best. Send for 6teowd4
ive Catalogues.

BY THE

MEDICAL

PEABODY

Sold by druggists.

is unequalled,

ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE

614

AND WOMANHOOD,

MANHOOD

bowels

Y,

Potter's Standard Bible and Testament House.”

variety, all widths,

great

in

Cloth,

Oil

at manufacturer’s prices, at our new
18, 80, 82 Friend St., Boston.

attractive.

JOHN E. POTTER

street,

cents per

with

field, can sell from five to ten copies daily. A prominent
editor and minister pronounces it ** un¢xcelled ” for beau«
ty of design and skilled workmanship, in any market.
ewspapers say it is the best of all Family Bibles. Mary
editions sold within a short time. Agents are realizing
fabulous profits in its sale.
For circulars, containing a full description and sample
sheet of this great work. and terms to agents, address

62 Friend Street, Bos-

for 37 1.2

connected

Y,M.

and the most

Company, Boston.

diseases for which it

constipation

For

Carpetings,

Not

Pictorial Family Bible,

62 1-2
371-2
40

at

Liberty Association

with over one THOUSAND
ILLUSTRATIONS, 50,000
References, a Family Record and Family Album.
ible like it. Its Illustrations abound
There is no other
in instruction. It is the best selling Bible in America,

of the

yard,

M.

AGENTS WANTED.

Prices, —175 Rolls
per

Q

i"

FARMERS, MINISTERS, STUDENTS, YOUNG MEN
and WOMEN cap assist in the propagation of Divine
Truth, and at the same time engage in the most profita~
ble of all employments, by canvassing for the New

1,20
1,00

Old

Q. M.

Washington Q. M.

Lowest

Sale

i

Zumbro

Q. M.

Ohio & Penn

from the late
Brussels,
Tapestry
Fnglish
trade rales, 150 rolls at 1.20. New England Carpet

shall be happy
Golden Medical Discovery, for they
$1,000 reward
in knowing thet the cure is complete.
e that will
is offered by the proprietor for a medicin

equal it in the cure of all the

Lawrence

These goods are a yard wide, heavy and brights colors, resembling Three-Plys. The best low priced
Carpet in the marked, For sale at our new warehouse, 76, 78,80, and 82, Friend St., Boston.

“Liver
Ve Blessed are they who seek relief from
Coughs
Complaint, Biliousness, severe lingering
Alt. Ext. or
and Bronchitis, by using Dr. Pierce’s

is recommended.

Trade

new warehouse, 76, 78, 80, and
ton.

D., Pres, Po'keepsie, N. Y.

LL.

H. G.EATMAN,
38 1-3

he

The

Ingrains, all wool, for 62 1-2 cents

for Boys,

s InstiN. Y., the oldest, and only Practical Busines
s for gradtution. The only one providing situation
nates. Address for Catalogue
Board and Tuition $110.

From

at less than

Carpets

young and Middle aged men startingin life, or wanting situations, is at Eastman

People?!

175 Rolls Ingrains, all wool
40 Rolls Dundee
650 Rolls Oil Cloth
at our newwarehouse, 76, 78, 80,and 82 Friend
New England, Carpet Co:, Boston.

THE BEST
study

for the

Chicago

Pennsylvania Y, M.

re.

150. Rolls English Tapestries
10G:rolls Extra Two-Plys

re-

Street, New-York.

of

will be promptly

[0

Towa Northern Y.M.

WITH THEIR APPLICA-

the money

Y. M

Union Y.M.
Ghenango Union

y

Prices Yet.
1st Inst.

HENRY CLEWS & CO,

course

at

Y.M

1llinoise Y M.
Hancock & Quincy QM,
Livingston
Wisconsin Y. M,
Apple River Q. M.
Minnesota Y. M.
Winona & Houston

D. R. WHITTEMORE, Gen. Agent.
:
Providence, R. I.
CARPETS

Putnam Q. M.

Susquehanna Y.M,
Walton Q, M. °

Any who have failed to receive a copy of our ByLaws, will be supplied on application.
-

the
sesses in the highest degree every point assuring

32 Wall

August 6, 1870

turned. Those who have sent applications to me
without the money, and have received no reply, have
been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad

considThe above are but a small portion of the
erations which might be urged in proaf of theasser
postion that the loan we now offer to the public
The small
safety and profit of the investment.
maining balance of this loan for sale at-90.

money

mission money.

& Licking Q. M.,
Richland
Northern Ind. Y. M,

:

Wayne

;

If not accepted,

While the Burlington Bends return 91.2 per cent
currency interest, besides having the prospect of
realizing a large profit by their future advance
’
vr
in price.

Pastoraj

ETTA,

and Friday

to the several

* Michigan Y.M.
Vermont Y.M.
Union (P.Q.) Q. M.
River Raisin
*
Enosburg
¢
Shiawassee
‘*
R. Island & Mass. Y, M.
St. Joseph's Valley
Boston Q. M,
No. Berrien Q.M.

Notice.

TIONS,

“

‘“

4

“

5

“

5-208,

and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect

sion at the Quint school-house, in Oxford.
church and the Q. M. are in a low state for the
the laBut through
want of pastoral laborers.
bors of Bro. J. L. Sinclair of New Hamuton, and
had
we
M.,
Q.
Downing of the Sandwich
Next session with the
avery interesting season,
Hanover church, the first Saturday in Nov.

teristically

“"

will most invariably give instant relie'

sesWENTWORTH, N. H., Q. M.—Held its lust This

Methodist, but probably not all secta-

send their admission

belonging

Marion (Ohio) Y. M.
:
x

Maine Western Y. M.
Parsonsfield Q. M,

Brethren making application for admission to the
F. B. Mutual Benefit Association, are requested to

cur.

Q. Ms.

Little Scioto Q. M.

2,785,809
Treasurer.

Genesee

Wednesday

Special

«gold
"0

434
417

MO“
«11

“10408,
“ @gls8ls,

500,00
8,25

RAILROAD,

Arrangement.

the

the 10th of Oct., the cler¥
see the necessity
of
sending their reports immediately. Other
religious
bodies, either in the States or British Provinces, that
are Free Baptists in sentiment, but not in form, are
earnestly requested to send us statistical reports corster, and any other
responding to those in the
that they may “deme
information concerning them
important or interesting to us as a people:
Ohio River Y.M.

Soi
MAINE

makes

US & SILKEN,

Y. Ms. de
i Tn not gent us hour reports for the
next Register.
If we haye to get out the Register by

5,00

Miss

and

LU

Q. M. REPORTS.

LOZENGESThey strike at the cause.
They are
pleasant, nor, like all pills, do they require increase
of dose. They are exactly suited to obviate
costiveness—the cause of ill health. Forsale at No. 1
Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON
&
Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists.
Mailed for
60 cents,
.
me

1

.

the Scalp,

SOFT,

The following

PILES! PILES! PILES! PILES!
Outward applications are money thrown away. <The only permanent cure is DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC

quotations return as an investment the following rates
of interest:

and

ever

Our treatise on the Hair sent free by mail,
R.P. HALL & Co* Nashna, Hata Proprietors.
For sale by all drnggists. = ©
sox

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P, M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M., 2.40 P. M
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.66 A. M., 5.06
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.40.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A. M.,12 M,,3, 5 P, M.
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P. M.

at
to by completed, we obligate ourselves to re-buy
this
any time any of these bonds sold by us after
date.
Government Securities at their present market

U. 8. Cur. 6's. with 26 years to run 5 per cent.

It cleanses
HAIR

For Great Falls, 10.104, M., 2.40,545, 740 P. x.

and fully equal to any railroad mortgage issued; and
until these securities are placed upon the New York
Stock Exchange, the rates of which require the road

preparation

;

Me.,

2p Zok,v and on Monday,

5-20s,

States

being as good and as safe as United

AND

Summer

terprise, we do not hesitate to endorse these Bonds
as

BRONCHIAL TROCHES

SPEAKERS

Sg

"Brains leave Dover for Portland at 10.1v A. M., 2.40 and

en-

into this

rigid examination

8 most

14. After

Berwick,

Special

:
paid in with alacrity.
12. The road is built with care and economy, and
arties of great experiis under the management
ence and capital.
13. The road is now near completion, and the
Bonds only issued against the finished portion.

Pimples
and as a blood purifier, for the cure of

SINGERS and PUBLIC

+

cheapest

Cs

8.

BOSTON

are

large, and

very

are

along the line of the road

Disease.

OTISFIELD Q, M.— Held its Sept. session with

A
ed,
tion
the
jses
but

|

Requires immediate attention,as neg-

BRONCHITIS;

¢

600.00

youngest daughter ot Charles Remick, Etq.

11. The subscriptions to the stock of the Company

lect often results in an incurable Lung

For

Ball

pce D Mainly,

B. church ot

is duly established.

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

The
and 8th.
the church at [urner, the 7th
meetings were well attended and very spiritual.
glad by help from Bowdoin Q.
We were made
for Home and Freedmen's MisM. Collection
Next session with the church at
sions, $16.00.
Bridgton, Nov.
2-3.
E. D. MARSHALL, Clerk.

H. F. J. SCRIBNER,

The

;

¥ BROWN’S

ermanent Fund, per G H

the

Our/Be
)
a Dye; it
30S
a isniaech
ve} i wl ask Stain.
faa 1te
IT WILL KEEP THE HAIR FROM FALLING OUT

1 500, 000

In Wolfboro, at the residence of the bride’s father,
Sept. 8th, by Rev. E. G. York, assisted by Rev. C.

the

upon

mortgage

only

bonds are the

These

9.

Pond, D. D., President and Waldo

worthy.

Ex-

Paris, Rev. J. FRANK LOCKE, pastor of the 1st . W.

road, and their issue is limited to $20,000 per mile,
gecured by the rolling sfock, road, depots, and the
whole property of the Company.
10.-The Bonds run 50 years, affording an enduring
investment, and at the same time assuring the
liquidation of the principal by a sinking fund which

The Rhode Island churches are to celebrate the
950th anniversary of Congregationalism in this
country, by a council representing all the, Congregational churches of the State, which isto
There will
meet in Providence, October -11th,
be a public dinner at Roger Williams Hall, and
in the afternoon, Mark Hopkins,D. D., will de
In the even
liver a commemorative discourse.
ing, addresses will be made by President Angell
and by Rev. J. P. Lang
of Vermont University,

August 4th.
the Orange church, commencing
All seemed to
The meeting was one of interest.
be influencea by one spirit, and harmeny prethe several sittings of confervatled throughout
ence. Corresponding Delegates were appointed
as follows: Rev. E. R. Anderson to Northern Indiana Y. M.; O. Blake to Crawford % M.; J.
Damon to
Short to Washington Q. M.; G. H.
Lorain Q. M.: A. K. Moulton to Erie M. E. Annual.Conference ; and W. Whitacre, or his substiNext session with the
tuté; to Ashtabula Q. M.
Mantua church, commencing Friday, Nov. 4th,
R. R. WALTERS, Clerk.
at 2 o'clock, P. M.

¥

soil and resources.

Me., is at
in need of
Con.

CLEVELAND Q. M.—Held itslast session

day, to command a price considerably above par.

Duties in the Bangor Theological Seminary, has
resigned his office, to take effect when a succesHe retires with an annual
sor shall be found.
appropriation of one thousand dollars, and the
Dr. Pond has been
use of a house through life.
connected withthe Seminary thirty-eight years,
having been elected Professor in 1832.

Quarterly Meetin gs.

same

A word in conclusion about the West, as
we cull it in New England, a country rich

in

Rev. Uriah Chase, of Ross Corner,
liberty to correspond with any church
the services of a pastor.

d

Lu

at the option of the buyer, and may be converfed at
par into Stock of the Company at any time. This
privilege cannot fail to. cause them, at no distant

The First Parish Unitarian church of Portland»

Ministers and Churches.

Q. M.,the brethren there came

the Waupun

~COM.

Brooks,
fog

2

Married

‘§. The Bonds may be either Coupon or Registered

Me., which was organized in 1727, had but two
pastors during its first eighty-two years, and only four during a period of negrly” one hundred
and forty, the last of the four being the Rev. Dr.
Stebbins, who succeeded Thomas Starr King in
San Francisco.

This

sper

New Port, N XY. for the

SILAS CURTIS,

ings will be more than doubled from the connections
established when the road is finished to Cedar Falls.

Capt. Wilson, of Menomonee, Wis., is building
a Baptist house worth $10,000, helping to build
another at Cedar Falls, and sends another church
»
$25.
The Baptist Record says that “the Baptist cause
is literally dying in rome portions of West Virginia,” for the lack of means with which to send
to such sections faithful missionaries.

and

311% aful,

confidently expected the earn-

It is

dispute.

yond

Not less than twenty thousand people attended
So says the ticket sellHamilton camp meeting,
:
;
er on the grounds.

Professor of Ecclesiastical History

1361}

Concord, N. H.

receipts for June and Ju'y (two of the dullest
months in the year) demonstrates this statement be-

at the much more popular festival in Scrampore,
sacrificed under the
when four people were
wheels, through their own carelessness or that
of the police, as it appeared on an official investigation. The crowd at Scrampore was unusually
small on this occasion, save on the last day,when
the cal turned to the temples.

Rev. Enoch

fun;

Soutar,

is

offered to- the public, as one bottle
will last longer and: accomplish pre
more
er
than three bottles of any. oth
prepa~
ou
y
rationsds vii 0

of ‘Wool-

Rev Green Sawyer and wife, Eaton 22
Rev Green Sawyer, for Permanent Fund, the
interest only to be used for mission
purposes,
Parsonstield Q M. Me, per I A Philbrick

road will pay the running expense, the interest on
The actual
the bonds, and a handsome dividend.

The last accident occurred

priests will be tried.

itis a good

not ldrge, but,

was

Convention

The

even-

continuance.

| field for some devoted miaister.
before, with Bro. Potter and his kind fam-ily.

the Presbyterian

and crushed three elderly people to death.

ing and the Sabbath wore particularly Aimpressive. At one of the meetings eight
came forward for prayers, and another at a
succeeding meeting. It was God's . work,

home, as once

we found a good

The services of Saturday

manifest.

tion was to be held on Monday.

Here

re-

been

have

precious
claimed, the church quickened,
Lord.
the
to
turned
and
souls converted
and
baptized,
Twenty-four have been
twenty-two have been added to the church.
Pray for us that the good work may still go
S. N. Brooks.
on.

well in making no more effort,

so

not

but

-

Backsliders

in Vienna.

@. ™.

as getting ‘headed off” this time,

"thing

&c.

VIENNA, ME. A gracious revival has
| been in progress for the last few months

There was no such

South Prairie, Wis,

I
Missions,
I should de-

TR

It was our. privilege to attend this Q. M.,

at

and a quarter per annum,

Dr. M. B. Riddle writes to

(Rermanent

:

Oe

miles per day, and is to be completed in time. to
move the fall crops this year.
7. The earnings of the completed portion of the

Banner from. Heidelberg that the King of Prusgia ‘“is an earnest Christian, as is Von Moltke,
the planner of campaigns ; while Von Roon, the
minister of war, is one of the comparatively few
men in Germany who gathers his household daily and leads their devotion.”
* The Independent says that the idolatrous fesi been
tival of Juggernath has again this!year
At Hurripal, a shrine
marked by loss of life.

with the means?
1think I will send the widow’s mite and
be content with what I have. I wish' these
three dollars to be used where they are
most needed in the Home Missions.—***

Denominational News and Notes.
du

a million

:

Migsion,

Hatham,

Woh, Me, io) of whieh is for the

Thom

6..The road is now building at the rate of 11-2 to 2

The profits of his business are aid to amount to

light "to supply the wants of both societies.
But does not covetousness usually increase

and this city, which yesterday was a Sybaris, to-mé¢rrow will be a Saragossa. a

. Fond

Mite.

reading of the needs of our
often think if I had the means,

a sword,

like

its scabbard

from

will leap

facturer of England, has just given $110,000 to
the London Missionary Society, and as much
for a fund for disabled pastors and their families.

The following note containing three dol- about forty miles from Calcutta, in the interior
Hooghly district, and dedicated to the
lars, recently received by the Treasurer of of the
Hindu ZAtsculapius, a comparatively .small car
our Home Mission Society, will explain it- of Juggernath was being pulled along amid
self:
On approaching a narrow portion
great crowds.
© of the road, between a tank and a wall, the car
BroTHER CURTIS :(—
I can truly say that my heart is sad while was suddenly dragged so that it fell on the wall

You
gources of patriotism in distress?
will find .the sewers mines of powder to
blow the whole streets into the air. This
cept: To

Widow’s
—

knows the re-

the barricade, and then who

B.

r

rampart ;

simple and

evangelieal.
~~
;
;
Sir Francis Crossley, the famous carpet manu-

If all would do as well, the

wi 1 ‘Home

It

Treas.

Lb

ber; and on the other hadd, it supplies the same | Nor
eare
er
0
“8,1
coal from the great coal measures of + Dioverioh, Me, per M H Tarbox, =
i
| 625
districts wil
South Boston eh, Me per 8 H Witham
8,13
alley and of Illinois, which it reaches
Des Moines
Sonth
Wheelock
ch,
Vt,
per
EM
M
¥
6,25
Taunton ch, Mass, pe C H Webber
18,75
by its tributaries. The agricultural products of the Bi
Horton Street ch,
Lewiston, Me, per J
8°
Ji
conntry are a great source of revenue; the corn of
18,76
:
Burgess, y
]
Xowa, the best corn state in the Union,~the wheat |.
Dalton ch, Mé, per R G Kallock,
3,13
Brunswick
ch,
Me, per WT
th,
Sas
of Minnesota, the vest wheat state—and the immense
Kewanee, Il, per O D Pate!
12,
“crops of the great valley lying between the Missouri
r: Berlin chi, Wis, per 8 ¥ Emith
70
6,25
Ridgeville ch, Ind, per I D dkinson,
25,00
and Mississippi Rivers—must go ovale road, the
Rochdale ch, N Y, per G H Ball,
*
400
freight rates for which are unrestricted by any com:
MaryR Gott, West Ellsworth, Me, **
25
Knowlton, 8 Montville, Me,
3
Lh
0
petition. The population of the surrounding district
‘Ames 8 School, N ¥, per J M Crandall,
16,25
ig alfeady immense, resembling somewhat that of |
Amesch, NY
>
© 10,00
the Connecticut Valley in character, numbers, and
BA Weld, Ridgeway, N Y, contents of Mission %
:
1,00
box 11
:
enterprise.
\
:

attached to one of the churches of Lambeth, Lon-

Mission cause would prosper gloriously.
So many think that because they can do but

dis-

If a volley of epigrams could send

may

Well done.

;

"* Ig the only infallib
COLOR AND PROMOTING ITS GROWTH.

Tis. ORIGINAL
ORIGT
RESTORING GRAY HleIRHair ToPreparation

~~ 5.00

@: 0. LIBBY,

ls

!

(v0

1,00
7,00
10,00

23,00

Hstate of Mrs,

Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, and Wisconsin with tim-

decay,
b3
de
:
?
The youngest son of Mr. Gladstone is a curate,

poor, but we will keep the Box, and try to
do what we can,
-

surely rise

more, then wilt thou

&Y

na

}
3

Vt, per D H Adams,

‘

Upper Mississippi; it: serves all Central and Western

town. After service the doors and windows
were boarded up again, and the church left to

in our Sunday, school, of only twelve or
fifteen scholars.
We are few in number,
living in & new country, and ‘most of us

225,30

ph

- Dover, N, H.

necting with the great mills of §t. Anthony
and ‘the

pul-

pit, ancient prayer-hooks were brought out, and

He is said to’ be, as a preacher,

a

Ph

8 Benedict, Underhill,

2

5. Its sources of local traflic are immense. Con-

there assembled many of the oldest people of the

‘don.

'

soil in the world for cereals,.

is its bed-track.

eral summers since service was held there. The

thick dust was brushed from the pews and

opened last Sunday amounted to $3,00,
which will be sent to the proper quarter.

Republic! Thou art in good hands, and a
great people is now marching under thy
banner after a bloody expiation. Thy task

by geologists the best

SN

2,00

BIBLE & TRACT CAUSE,
??
=
;
;
1 Tamworth, per J Runnells.
Yiutecn Smith, Sandwich,
per G'W. Bean,

Burlington—and througltits couneetions—Chicago

Sev-

disused as a place of worship,

|

:

40d 8t. Louis are the. initial pointe; St. Paul and
Mankego, and the wheat fields of Minnesota, are its
terminal points; and the Cedar Valley, pronounced.

The oldest Episcopal church edifice in New
‘England, and perhaps inthe United States,is at
Wickford, L. I.. It was built in 1707, and “has

which the conscience of humanity desires.
Brother Gates, of Hale's Eddy, N. Y.,
_ This is the inevitable end of the prodigious
.
{oud
‘term of humanity. It is well. "It is the writes :
The contents: of the Box, which we
+ Jaw of intelligence. The manliness of
man can only develop in the air of freedom. Behold the God of armies! His
name is country and liberty. Hail to the

populous intermediate eonntry, =

WR
favametyAe
Yiu, DEE...
v.00

Fair

rid

ternal

The Republic! She must have life - in
her, since she rises again from her ashes
by the voice of all—by a will of which she

under God in imparting in-

and

jected and constructed roads north of Manketo or |
west of 8t, Paul,
yu,
Fl
4. Tt possesses the conditions always requisite to
secure a first class road—namely, a good initial
‘point, an equally good terminal point, and a rich and

as it is timely, andwe hopes the reports: are not

has a

LE
ad ruiz

3,44

_ Mrs R M Meloin,Greenbust, Wis,

all pro-

a
Eo

mighty power

of benevolence

is as courageous

as feeders

wo

cause

The movement

It must receive

a

and for the

pected success.

Yond d wLacoh ©

highway to the Northwest and Red

River coumlry.

1,30 , M, and 9.50 P, M.
Buffalo x New York tim, from

Depot

hange and

Michigan Streets, at
2,00 A.M. 2,60 ».¥M.,6,2> P.M.& 11,20 P.M
Leave Rochester by New York time, from Genesee Valley Depot. at

7,15 A. M. and
#5 New and
are attached to
M. and Buffalo
out change,and
ing the varied

4.00 P,M.

.

improved DRAWING Room COACHES
the train leaving New York at 10,00 A
at 7.00 A. M.
running throagh withaffording a fine opportunity for view
and neautiful scenery of this line,

while tnjoying the comfort and

retirement of a pri-

vate drawing Room.
9%. Magnificent Day and Night Coaches, of a style
pecultar to this line are run through v ithout change
yetween Ne~ York and Rochester, Buffalo, Dunkirk nt

Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points,

BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH.
Fare as low and

timo

quick
as by man

other route

ASK FUR TICKERS%ia BRIE RAILWAY,
Which can be procored’:at all principal offices
LD

throughout:the country.
RUCKER,
Mav2d,
|W

Gen. Sup’t,
.

R

BARR;

1870 § Gen’l Pase’r A’t.

eowti28
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Emme

French authoress, “better known

pseudonym of George Sand, has saluted
the new Regime in the following words:

"8. 71t isthe

gambling saloons there, fs. meeting with unex--

Let them do what they can, both for themby. the selves and others, This doing for others

distinguished

the

Dudevant,

Madame

-—

a

WAS cured of Deafness and Catarrh by a simple
remedy, and will send the receipt free.
Mzs. M, C. LEGGET, Hoboken,N, J,

At
Ma
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Poetry,

takes it again;

.

From the dead Past come to linger,
_ In this Present far too long;
Pointing back with ghostly finger
To my every act of wrong;
Crowd they on my troubled vision,
In a dark and gloomy line;
:
Bearing each its special mission

“ Do these animals have wool ?»

Incas.
At the time ofthe conquest, there
were immense numbers in the country, and

they were of the utmost importance
people. The fleece of the llama,
was the coarsest and mdst abhadant,
ed the multitude, the guanaco/
and

This points out a suffering neighbor
‘Whom I eased not of his pain;
That, how much of all my labor *

Has been given to worldly gain.
This reminds of harsh words spoken ,

served the nobles, and the soft and

That, of sullen discontent;
4 Phis recalls a promise broken,
.
That, the hours and days misspent.

destroyed the flocks

Many, wearing aspect solemn,
‘With their mournful records stand.

Stubborn will and base desire.
Conscience, from her slumber starting,
‘Wakens with redoubled force;
Through the soul her arrows darting,
Terror, anguish, keen remorse.
Spectral thoughts! why thus, unbidden,

O’er the Past ’tis vain to grieve;

Christ for thee makes. jntercession,
God, for him, will patdon thee.”

=

°

‘What makes your forehead so smooth and high?
A soft hand stroked it as I went by.
‘What makesyour cheek like a warm, white rose?
1 saw something better than any one knows.

‘Whence that three-cornered smile of bliss?
angels gave it at one kiss.

‘Where did you get this pearly ear?
God spoke, and it came out to hear.
and hands?

Love made itself into hooks and bands.
Feet, whence did you come,y ou darling things?
“From the same box as the cherub’s wings.
How did they all just come to be you?
God thought about me, and so I grew.
But how did yébu come to us, you dear?

God theught about you, and so I am here.

Tht Fanily Circle.
‘Evenings With the Children.
=

E—

EVENING.

forget

ought to be
among these
’
distinguished

for vegetable than animal life, yet it is not
without interest in this respect, as it has

some animals which are unknown in - other
partsof the world, the most remarkable of
or

American

can

els.”
¢¢ Oh, yes,” said Laura, ‘“ there is a pict-

aure of a llama in our geography.

I don’t

think he looks much like a camel.”
¢ Thatis very true, my

dear,”

said

the

mother, examining the picture which Laura

presented; * but tere are some points of |
resemblance, which I can not

stop

to

ex- |

plain to you, so that naturalists class them
together.

There are four

species of these’

animals, the llama proper, which is the
most common, the guanaco, the alpaca, and

the vicugna. These were called the four
sheep of the Incas. The llama is a domesticated animal, and was the only beast of
burden known to the Peruvians at the time

of the discovery.

Unlike the

camel itisa

beautifal creature, with long, slender neck,

fine legs, a gracefal carriage, soft, restless
eyes, and quivering lips. It is gentle and
~ gratefal

for

tender

treatment,

but

shows anger when injured, and sheds tears
when in pain. ‘They axe not strong and
Swift like horses, A hundred pounds make
a load for one of them, and ' they are’ not
ableto travel more than twelve

milesin a

or

fifteen

day. Though horses and mules

have taken
their place to a great degree,
you may still see the Indian and his llama
‘trudging along

together.

He

A

into which

they

drive

catch elephants in a way
said

Henry;

¢ but

east of the

Andes,

a danI told
is not

but

aA

I

be-

shifts

the

as
at

home among men, as a dog.”
‘¢ What a nice pet !” said Laura.
‘‘ Rather an awkward pet, my dear, but
many persous believe he might be made
very valuable as a beast of burden.® His
docility and great strength are strong recommendations for such
service.
You
know that in Asia the elephant is taught to
work.”

ome

Sol,

to do that for them.

“My father grafted a pear-tree; it was a

and when they are

about to bite, they

is seen,

before

thing with
size,

there

thoy

the
are

of pear,

and

my

father was quite anxious to see if they
were really so. This single pear, then,
was an object of some

concern

to

my

fa

ther. Ile wanted it to become fully ripe; the
high winds he hoped would not blow off the
pear; and he gave express directions to the
children on

no

account

to

touch

it.

The

expectations,’

said”

my

father,

many

gry.

authenticated cases'have
the

startling

matter
The
Bonny,
board

and

occurred,

cry of, ‘“ A man

ap

up

to

s.

‘Oh,

how

not

wrong ; but again pulling him up into the
boat, they found that a shark had attacked
him, and so dreadfully lacerated one of his

off, it

would be a wonder

tle,

indeed,

if the boat wasin time to save the uunfortunate man from this rapacious monster,
for he is also hastening ta the spot, determined on taking off
a leg, or an arm, ora
portion of the body, atone dreadful bite.
Barely saved from drowning by his terror-

under

this

beautiful

pear-tree,

the

neither shoes,
The slightest

soil important objects
of life, , ~ .

y

cried,

“For

God’s

could not

understand

By very great care and

immedi-

medical at-

With one more story, I will conclude this
article. An old and very large shark ina
port in the West Indies, was called by the
‘‘ Man-o-war

Tom,” a terror to the

crews of the ships of war stationed there.
He effectually prevented the men from
swimming to the shore and deserting from
their ships. For this he was regularly fed,
by orders from the commanding officers,
and no one was allowed to molest him or to
attempt his capture. Rather a strange order, you will say, and somewhat of a cruel
one, too, if any poor sailor should fall
overboard by accident.

shark!”

and

all is

now

excitement,

he

Family

hastily

cut, about

from

a pound

govern the

but a perfect

monster

hook,

2

children, and

yet

cannot

be

made to see or feel what he is doing?

Let us illustrate and sketch from memory, not imagination :
“]
‘Mamma, please give me a piece
pie ?”
**No, darling, one piece is enough.”
“Half a piece, please, mamma ?”

of

salt pork, and securely fixed to the barbed
hook, not a large hook, for a pike or sturgeon,

St

AS MANAGED BY SOME HUSBANDS.
What ought, what can a mother do, when
a good, pleasant, careless husband -constantly thwarts all her efforts to teach or

the captain to the cabin boy. Even the
wheelsman, who is drowsily steering the
ship on this fine day, is roused up to activity, and drops his whee! to join in the task
of capturing the enemy,
‘Bring along the shark-hook !” calls the
captain.
‘‘ Get a bait, quickly, men! Look
sharp I”
:
A bait is

Government.

:

“No, Freddie, no more.”
“A very little piece, mamma
“No, Freddie, no.”

with a

chain about two feet long attached, which
the shark can’t bite through, and stout

of

dear ?"

“Do give the child a little piece; I'll risk
enough to hold the favorite dog of any of
its hurting him.”
;

the readers of Zhe

be ever so big.
fast to

the

Liltle Corporal, let

him

And the mother gives it.
‘“‘Mamma, may I go out to play?”
“IVs very chilly, and you have a cold; I
don’t think it is best.”

A stout rope is then made

chain,

and

the

baited

hook

is

thrown over the stern with a splash that attracts iis attention, and soon the shark is
“Bundle me up warm, mamma, and I
seen swimming swiftly toward the bait.
He siops a moment, and but a moment, won't take gold.”
turning quickly half round, till the white ‘©. ¢“] fear yon will. You must play in

| Washing'their

clotheg,'as sailors on a long

doors to-day."
‘“Just a little while, please,mamma

?”

“No, Freddie, you must not go out today.”
%
“Do let the child go out. "What a girl
you are making of him. Women never
were fitted to bring up boys. Dress him
warm,

and

let

him

run;

it will do him

good.”
And Freddie went out.
“May I have my blocks in the parlor,
mamma ?”
‘No, Willie, make your block house. in

the dining room.

Miss L. isan invalid, and

-I want the parlor very quiet.” ,
“Pllbe very quiet.”
CE

help making some noise, and as Miss L,
very rarely goes anywhere, I fear she will

be very tired at best; so be a good little boy
in the

dining room

this after-

“I won't make a bit of noise, nor tire her

one speck.”
“You
must
Willie,

play

and not

in the

say ny

dining-room,

more

The Pleasure Grounds of Paris.
No surer indication could be given of the
alarm that is felt by the existing government at Paris for the safety of the capital
than the order which has gone forth for leveling the Bois de Boulogne and the Bois de
Vincennes.
Nothing less than lively apprehension
that the siege guns of the Crown Prince of
Prussia would soon be heard from the outer
fortifications would have brought the coms :
mander charged with the security of thie"
the city to so extreme a measure.
The Bois de Boulogne and the Bois de
Vincennes are situated at exactly opposite

points of the environs of Paris.

There they walk, ride, drive,

and dine.

There the

about

think of.

and

it.”

aches

Fountainebleau,

to

have

been

whipped ?P—Mother at Home.

——

It may be feared that the maternal meetings which used to ‘exert so much spiritual
power in evangelical churches are less
marked by earnestness and union than. in
former days. But mothers, in view of the
temptations besetting their children, ought
rto be doubly vigilant and prayerful. The
following rémarks, from the Phrenological’
Journal, commend
themselves to every
mother :
:
Each mother is a historian, She writes
not the history of elnpires or of nations on:

paper,but she writes her own history op the
imperishable mind of her child., That tablet and that history will remain indelible
when time shall be no more.

That history

eternal joy or unutterable grief in the coming ages of eternity. The thought should
mind

of

every

mother,

water

flowing out

of

stands for the Court

and the people,

while

many years
the
plain, thus denuded

sterile,
ubinteresting
of its timber, ran to

in the very center is the beautiful Pre Catelan, offering
its restamrants and open-air
theater forthe gratification of the public.
What the Bois has lacked since 1815 is forest. The primitive trees that covered the
sandy soil in the days of the first Revolution
were all cut down when the allied armies
bivouackedon the spot after Waterloo. For
waste, and was covered over at last with a
stunted growth of weak and unthrifty saplings. In 1852 the work of adorning the
Bois de Boulonge was begun with energy
by the present Emperor, who bas spent
enormous sums in transporting thither mag-

nificent forest trees, and
late, just as ithad begun

now, sad to reto show clumps

of
wood
and,
here
and
there,
depths of shades, the advance of the ruthless Prussian renders a total destruction of
the Bois a military necessity. Great will
be the distress in the Faubourg St. Honore,
the Jockey
Club
will lament, Fifine
will
shed
tears,
and
the
Emperor
will see with the bitterest regret the
fairest flower with which he had decked
his capital torn from her brow.
The Bois de Vincennes, upon the eastern
boundary of Paris, “differs in all respects
from the Bois de Boulogne. It is a park of
considerable extent, covered in great part
almost

a

crime to cut down. Some years ago the Emperor began to lay it out in walks and
drives, and to adorn it, for the benefit chief-

ly of the

shopkeepers and their wives who

welt in the region of St. Antoine and perc

la Chaise. But the work was discontinued,
and the open spaces of the ground have
‘since been exclusively devoted to the heavy
gun and shell practice and artillery manceuvers of that grande armee which has proved
so untrustworthy a reliance in the hour of
danger. ~* 's' -. ¢
mn
ha

.

Se

Venice.
0

The chief charm of Venice, I think,

oddity.

is its

Itisoff in the sea, about two miles

across the lagoon from the main

land,

and

and

fifty

connected with it by only one long railway
bridge. It is built on one hundred and
seventeen little islands, has about four hundred

bridges,

ahout

a

hundred

canals, and over twenty-four hundréd pas-..sages or streets most of which are as narrow a8 our alleys, and so erooked and ocntangled, that for a stranger to find his way
‘is the next thing to impossible. There are
but seven horses in the'city. These belong
bly amiable. The pigeons
day at2,P. M., in the great

and

render her deeply circumspect, and prayer-

ful in the solemn work of training up her

are fed every
Square of San

Marco, and are always prompt

to dinner;

for assoon as the cathedral clock strikes
two, you see them coming’in flocks from all
directions.
No danger
of stones being
thrown at them; because in the first place

there are no stones

to throw, and in the

second,to kill a pigeon is a high crime
Venice.
The water here for washing

in
is

rocured from: Artesian wells, and for
eg,
the city depends upon rain-water, which runs from: the houses into great
public cisterns
; though sometimes in dry
weather it must be brgught in boats from

‘the main Jand.
Venice is said to be a
healthy city, because twice in twenty-four

hours the tide ‘ebbs ‘and-flows

through

it,

and as a cool place it is much resorted to in
summer.—G, 7 Angell.

“wf

¢

each mother will meet again, andread with

weigh on the

the

to a riding-school, and are in excellent condition,
The dogs and cats look remarka-

The ‘Power’ of Mothers.
p

her

lakes coestruected with the strictest regard
to the picturesque. Upon the margin of
these lakes rise Swiss chalets and Chinese
pavilions, so disposed in relation to the
wooded shores and the newly built hills behind them as to produce the most striking
effect. At one end of the Bois there is the
loveliest little windmill in the world, and
at the other is the race course of Lougchamps, with its showy booths and ample

to

parlor.”
And he brought them in.
i
“What a torment that boy has got to be!
It's tease, tease, tease, from morning till
night. It’s enough to wear out the patience
of Job. If you won’t whip him, I will.”
And he whipped him,
ought

parades)

fraternity - fight their duels. The Bois de
Boulogne has an area of two thousand
acres, with promenades and roadways of
more than forty miles circuit, and has been
beautified at the most lavish expense. Artificial caScades, mimicking the wildness of
nature, fall over rocks transported from

Let him bring Nis blocks in the

Query—Who

skate, pipnic,

lorette

attractions, and there the irascible editorial

“Nonsense, it will do her good to see a
happy little face. It will give her something besides her own pains

The former

park is the pride and glory of la belle ville,
where the giddy Parisian population conjugate the verb s'amuser all round the year.

-with noble woods which it seems

“You will intend to be, but you can not

and play
noon.”

to her

:

: LITERARY MISCELLANY.

was

tendance, his life was saved.

sailors

dear child

sake,

what

that it had to be amputated

ately.

half, in commending her

covenant God.

Easing their hold a lit-

it

greater my longing for it became, until I
was seized with the idea of getting it.
‘Oh, I wish I had it’ was the selfish
thought that gradually rose in my mind.
“One night, after we were in bed, my
brothers fell asleep long before I did; I
tossed about, and could not go to sleep. It
was a warm, still summer night; there was
no moon; no noise except the hum of numberless insects. My father and my mother
were gone out. I put my head out of the
window, and peeped into the garden. I
snuffed pleasant smejls. I glanced in the
fijoston of the pear-tree. My mouth was
parched; I was thirsty; I thought : how
good a juicy pear would taste. I was
tempted.
“A few moments found me creeping
down the back stairs, with
stockings, nor trousers on.

they

legs,

and look’ the water, slowly
nice

when her voice shall be silent in 8eath, and

her lips no longer move in prayer in his be-

men, let me go.”

moving around the ship,
as if watching for what he can get of the
looks!” I used to think,smacking my lips:
"cook’s slops, for he is evidently hungry. As
‘I wish it was all mine.’
he makes a dash at the refuse thrown from
“The early apples did not taste as good; the ship, the cry resounds, ‘“A shark! a

longingly

He missed his hold

and fell into thé water between thé shi
and the boat. His crew at once went
his assistance, but on trying to pull him
into the boat, he

approaching, his bleeding and mangled
body is hastily dragged into the boat, only
‘to be again
consigned to the deep in a few
he took to the graft, and all said, *It will
short hourgl
Who, then, of the ship's
prove to be a most excellent pear.’
crew can lfelp being grieved at sucha fear““Is it not almost ripe? I long for a ful death of one of their number, and vowbite,”
I cried, as I followed my father one ing deadly revenge on their common eneday down the alley to the pear-tree.
my, the shark?
‘‘ Wait patiently, my child, it will not be
But we shall now try to capture one of
fully ripe for a week,’ said he.
these monsters. On a fine, calm day at sea,
* I thought I loved pears better than anythe back fin of a large shark is seen above

thing else; often I it

with a [fiions for the everlasting good or ill ¢f your

overboard!” the boat is hastily lowered
from the ship to save his life, and if it be
a fine day and a smooth sea, with a shark
far

and efface all thal you have written. Not
so the lines and characters of truth or e
;
which your conduct imprints on the mind
of your child. There you write impres-

as we recovered the missing pants. ment of her child. How prayerful, and
captain, of a ship at a place called how serious, and how earnest to write the
on the coast of Africa, was going. on “eternal truths of God on his mind—those
his ship the worse for liquor, of truths which shall be his\guide and teacher

which he was too fond.

striken shipmates, who have seen the shark

times.
‘I hope now there is some prospect
of our having good pears.’
‘‘Everybody who came into the garden

The shark hook was baited

mind of a child which no lapse of time can
efface or wash out.’ You walk along the
sea-shore when the tide is out, and you form characters, pr write words or names
in the smooth white sand which is spread
out so clear and beautiful at your feet, according as your fancy may dictate; but the ,
returning tide shall in a few hours wash oat

conceive what a laugh we had over the’ then, should each mother be in her treat-

formidable teeth, denoting, as the sailors
say, the age of the fish; and I have often,
after the jaws have been clit out and clean-

Well

them off,

knew from that he was very hun-

A word,a look,

and we very soon | child, which neither the floods mner- th
had him hooked and on deck. On cutting storms of earth can wash out, nor death’s
open the stomach, the pants were found wold
fy
fingers erase, nor the slow-moving
but little the wise.
My young friends
ges of eternity obliterate. How careful,

any-

head,

A large shark was seen not far

ble and easily impressed.

a frown may _engrave an impression on the

tempting piece of pork,

rows of these

in which, at

kind

and we

But in the largest

six or seven

cause.

away, who must have snapped

turn

can lay hold of

mouth.

to

a good

the

half round, so that the white of -the belly

ed, slipped them easily over my
well down on my ‘shoulders.

be

as with a knife, and we soon” discovered

from any “other

creaking frightened me. I stopped on ev- of his belly is seen, and, perfectly regardery
stair to listen. Nancy was busy some- less of the whole crew, who are now col‘‘ Yes,” said Henry,” and if the Indians
would employ the tapir instead of the lla- where else, andJohn had gone to bed. At lected watching his motions, he darts with
ma, they themselves, might ride in stead of last I felt my way to the garden door. Iy the swiftness of lightning at the bait, and
‘was fastened. It seemed to take me agesto is soon secufely hooked by one of his cahelping to carry their little loads.”
Dashing furiously from side
*“ The peccari, which belongs to the hog unlock it,so fearful was I of making a noisé, pacious jaws.
tribe, is perhaps the most pugnacious and ‘and the bolt grated. I got it open, went to side, the hook gets more securely fastendangerous animal.
They are generally out, and latched it after me. I ran down ed. The sailors, now laughing at his vain
found in herds. They seem entirely in: the walk.
The patting of my feet made no struggles, ease the rope a little, and then
sensible to fear, and fight with terrible fe- noise on the soft earth. I stopped a mo- haul it tight again, to play with him a
rocity wher'they are attacked. There are ment and looked all round, then turned little. When he is exhausted, our jolly
a good many other small animals which we toward the pear-tree. Presently I was. be- sailors pulling all together on the rope,
soon have him suspended between the ship
bave not time to notice ; but, as I told yon, neath its branches.
the wild beasts of South America, especial- “My father will think the wind has and the sea, perfectly helpless. Then a
ly west of the Andes, are not, like those of knocked it off; but there was not a breath slip-noose is got round the tail, and. with
Africa, either numeroug.qr savage.”
; of air stirring. He will think somebody has shouts of delight he is dragged on deck.
¢“ But the birds, manima,” said Laura; «1 stolen it; that some boys came in the night, Now take care of his powerful tail, as he
Lid robbed the garden; he will never know. lashes the deck in impetent fury from side
hope there are plenty pf birds.”
:
“ Yes, my dear, ‘there are plenty ~of’ trembled at the thought of what I was about to side, or he will surely break some one’s
what a monster! he is fally
to do. Oh, it will taste, so good! and my legs. And
birds, but here among . the mountains,
there are none which you will particularly father never will, never can know it; he fourteen feet long, with a great, heavy
body, stout and thick in proportion. 'But
notice, except the hamming birds and the never would think I took it.
condor ; and they are the two extremes, the
-*‘Ileaned against the trunk of the tree, heré comes the carpenter, with his sharp
smallest and the largest of birds. The con- and raised my hand to find it, and to snatch ax, and watching a chance, with one chop,
dor appears in its glory among the moun- it. On tiptoe, with my hand uplifted and oft goes the offending tail. The blood fairtains, The usual spread of its wings is my head tured upward, I beheld a’ star ly streams from the shark, and our clean,
nine feet. Though it is a cowardly robber, shining down upon me through the leaves. white yuarter-deck is besmeared with it in
with -a loathsome taste for putrescence and. I could not help saying over and over all directions. He is soon quiet, und very
death, yet when it is seen soaring above again,
Thou God seest me!” God seem- shortly his throat is cut, and with a few
the summit of Chimborazo, or poising with ed on every side. He was looking me spasmodic jerks he expires.
unwearied wings over the fiery cone of Co- through and through. Iwas afraid to look,
As the shark is very rarely eaten by
topaxi, gazing with fearless eyes into the and hid my face. Itseemed as if my fa- sailors, one now claims his back bone to
awful gulf which mortal vision may never ther and mother and all the boys,and every. make a walking stick for friend on shore ;
see, we call it a glorious bird.
body in the town, would take jyme fora another claims his jaws, to clean and carry
¢¢ Up tothe line where vegetation ceases, thief. It appeared as though alt my con- home, or perhaps to present to the captain,
the beautiful humming birds are seen side duct had been seen as by the light of day. if he is'at all respected by the crew; while
by side with the condor, and-the warm,
It was some time before 1 dared to move, so the tail is nailed up in a conspicuous
sunny valleys fairly swarm with them. strongly was the impression made upon place about the forecastle, or place where
live, as a trophy. Thus the.
Like the flowers on which they feed, their my mind by the awful truth, in those four the sailors
presence is a perpetual delight, East of words, ‘Thou God seest me.” 1 knew he process of "dissection. goes on, to the great
delight of the crew, who are anxiously
the mountains, in the great valley of the saw me.
I felt that he saw me.
Amazon, the feathered race appears in
“1 hastened from the pear-tree; nothing watching the opening of the capacious
robes of richest colors. I will not tell, you on earth would. have tempted me at that stomdch, to see what he has picked up
_about them now, but confine your attehtion moment to touch the pear. - With very dif- from other ships, as many strange things
to the mountains and highlands.
ferent feelings did I creep back to bed again. have been found there, that have fallen
¢¢ It is one of the blessings of these high I lay down, feeling more like a condemned overboard from vessels; but in this case
regions that they are free from the reptifes
criminal than anything else. No. one in the we find nothing but some of the refuse
which infest low tropical countries.
The
house had seen me; but, oh! it seemed as that the cook had thrown overboard.
gators are unknown, and snakes, frogs
cut-up
carcass
is
again
ignominiously
cast
if everybody knew it, and I should never
lizards are rarely seen. Of fishes ther
overboard
to
feed
any
of
his
brother
sharks
dare to meet my father's face again. It
but one solitary specie, and that a lttle
was a great while before I went to sleep.
1 that may come along, and cleaning our
thing about as long as one's finger. Mausheard my parents come home, and with blood-stained deck, the crew once .more
quitoes, bed-bugs and the myriad kinds of
resume their various duties, and the ship
shame hid my face under the sheet. But 1
flies which render life a torture on the
could nat hide myself from a sense of God's is again quiet. This. sharle has six rows of
teeth in bis jaws, denoting that he is at
coast, do not seem to enjoy the moantain presence. His eyes seemed
everywhere,
air.
Fleas and lice, however,
are plenty searching the very depths of my heart,
It least six years old; and I can easily slip
among the filthy Indians,
,
led to thoughts which, Godybe praised, I the jaws over my head after they are clean“ In the southern part of thd valley of never forgot. If I was ever tempted to any ed.
I will relate one or two instances of the
Quito there are large plantations of cactus, secret sin, ,‘Thou God seest me’stared me in
on which the cpchineal insects are raised the face, and I started back, restrained and voracity of this dreaded enemy of sailors,
which I think will be interesting.
for market.”
a
hi
py awed.” London Tract.
{
.
“I remember,” said Laura, ¢“ you told ug
+ We bad sailed from a port on the coast
L
about the cactus plantations and the cochi1
pil
GY.
PR of \ Peru, bound for England, with a fine
neal insects in Central
icp.”
The discovery of what is trae, and the yee, but on the following day it fell
‘¢ Bilk worms have been introduced into practice of what is good, ave the two most ded
calm.
Some of our crew had been

burden from his own broad shoulders. to
the back of his faithfu] beast, who bears it the country within a few years. The
[S

are

He is sometimes tamed," and
becomes
completely domesticated, and as much

‘Where did you get that little tear?

llamas,

gorge,

lieve it is never found here. The tapir is
the largest native quadruped.
This animal
belongs to the same order as the elephant.
He is from fiveto six feetin hight, with a
thick, dark colored skin. Though he. is a
powerful and strange looking beast, yet if
he is not disturbed he ig quite harmless.

‘Where did you get your eyes 80 blue?
Out of the sky as I came through.

us

have no

ok

One of my shipmates had~fastened a rope

yet seen in the sea;

very choice graft, and he watched it with
great care. The second year it blossomed,
and it bore but one pear. They were said

my

uncommon

‘Where did you come from, baby dear?
Out of the everywhere into here.

- which are the

species of fish Ihave

“¢¢ A large number of Indians assemble
together when they are going to hunt the
wild llamas, or vicugnas.
They make
strong ropes of the vines which grow so
plentiful in this country, with which they
inclose two sides of a triangle. Then they
separate and, inclosing a flock, drive them
into the open side of the triangle, and

one may travel days without seeing
gerous animal. The jaguar, which
you was found in Central America,

Baby.

the animals. I think there
some wonderful creatures
mountains,” said Henry.
¢ South America is more

still

among the mountains,
hunted for their fleeces.”

different in that respect

" « Four little words did me more good
when I was a boy, than almost anything
else,” said a gentleman:
‘They were the
first words which my mother taught me.»
‘Indeed!
What were the four little
words?” He answered by relating the following story :

numerous like the wild beasts of Africa,and alone

Bending low in deep contrition,
Now in prayer I seek relief,
“Lord, forgive!” is my petition;
‘Help then, Lol, my unbelief!”
Hope revives, thg/light is breaking,
Specters vanish, torments cease;
Love in still, small voiee is speaking,
“Faith hath saved thee; go in peace!”

do not let

voyage

with their two and three rows of teeth,
formed like and as sharp as the smallest
and finest saw. The capacious mouth is»
as it were, under the throat, and quite

there no savage wild beasts ? nothing to
hunt but these innocent, timid llamas ?” the currants
were not as relishing, and the
¢ O yes, there are pumas, and tiger-cats damso
I thought
ns nothing of in compariamong the mountains, but they are not son with this
pear. The longer I stayed

I found it waiting when I got here.

ay

21, 1870.

Voracity of the Shark,

|

¢ I should think it'would be as difficult as

much like that,”

‘White as snow thy sins shall be;

ELEVENTH

and climate seem so well adapted to -their
production,
that if the people “are mot too

graft was low, and easily reached by us.
It grew well. "I think
hat graft will meet

them.”
“The re

Comes another thought—to bless me—
Softly speaks, “ Repent, believe!
Though as scarlet thy transgression,

¢ Please, mamma,

found

mouftain

nor longer thus distress me;

RAMSEY,

acos, alpacas and vicugnas are

tures are slaughtered
without
mercy.
Sometimes they stop the small part of a

From the graves of former time

G.

so

Guan-

frighten them alongtill they are huddled
together in the apex, where the poor crea-

- Bring ye back the deeds long hidden,
Deeds of folly and of crime?

| —

been

bunting chamois among the Alps.”

Envy, hatred, malice, slapder,

V.

which~had

“ How do they cateh them ?” said Henry.

Avarice and foul oppression,
Unjust judgment, cruel scorn,
Trusts neglected, false profession,
Haughty pride from meanness born;
Friendship cheated, want of candor,
Strife and anger, passion dire,

BY

beauti-

carefully preserved by the Indians.
in large wa
where they are

‘Each with open book in hand,

‘Where did you get those arms

to the
which
clothalpaca

ful vicugna was reserved for royal use.
The native fabrics from these wools were
highly valued by the Spaniards; but with a
thoughtless improvidence, they wantonly

These, with stern, though sad upbraiding,
Count my oft neglected prayers;
Those show Faith and Hope, now fading,
‘Withered, choked by earthly cares.
Here arranged in solid column,

Three

fant

‘“ Yes, my dear, I told you they were
sometimes called the four sheep of the

To this trembling heart of mine.

The

other

4 white.

From the graves of former time.
Silent, yet I hear them taunt me,
Now with folly, now with erime ;

-

master

each

the breast and inside of the thighs being the discovery of the Amazon, and the peril
The vicugna is the most beautiful ous adventures of early travelers in this reof the species. It is smaller and more gion.”
graceful than the llamas, and the wool is
exceedingly fine and very valuable.”
The Pedr-Tree.
“The wool, mamma !” cried Laura.
—
GP

Come like specters, come to haunt me,

Hence!

‘help

sh

| indolent, silk culture will soon become a
Many of my young readers have no to a pair of trousers, and lowered them
: doubt heard of .this voracious salt-water into the water, where they kept dipping
inquired | source of wealth to Equador.” s+
“Here is a great region east of the moun- fish, and they will hardly credit how very with the motion of the ship, cleaning off
;
teins,” said Henry, examining his map. dangerous they are to the sailor who is so the soap-suds that remained. He then went
.* Sometimes white, but generally brown
with patches of white. The guanaco, or ¢ Who lives there, and what kind of ani- unfortunate as to fall over-board from the Pto breakfast, and on coming to take in h's
‘wild llama, is a deep, rich fawn color, va- mals and fruits and flowers are there in all ship. From the young shark, two or three trousers, afterward, found they were gone,
:
rying to white on the under parts, and the this wide land P”
feet long, to the monster of fourteen to six- except a very small portion still on the
“In our next talk I will tell you about teen feet, they are more or less dangerous, rope. They had been cut away.as clean
| alpaca is various shades of maroon brown,

On a quiet Sunday eve.
:
Thoughts, which come not at my choosing,
Thoughts which, bidden, will not leave,

5°

they

SEPTEMBER

along.”
d=
¢ What color are the llamas?”
Henry.
(

7

In my chamber sit X musing,

so

~

9

MORNING STAR:

as long as he is ablé, and then the

* Unbidden Guests.

'

Eo

N

/

.

[')

+ Submission is the duty of the Christian,
not

prescriping—not

ferring

urs.

éverything

to.

objecting;

but

re-

the Divine pleas-

If a patient really believes, and feels

his digease and danger, he will stow

readiness to yield

to

the

children for heaven and immortality.
] physician enjoins, however
The minds of children are very suscepti- ; be.
ie
gi

remedies

it by

the

trying it may .

:

A
°
ay

(l

LAD

One great trouble about prayer-meetings

-

i.

him,

*

* Fire purgatorial,
All ye
Five Hundred!”

their crosiers bare—

single square can well be afforded

e warmth

Votes him Infallible—
Silken Five Hundred!

around,

would

dwell

in the

spirit of the Lord all day long, so that we
might meet full of tender suggestions, and

sweet memories, and holy impulses, and

the Pope thundered:

sympathetic desires, and the spirit of prayer! If we lived better out of the prayer-

a
:

meetings,

we should have more glorious

times in the meetings. So there would be
action and re-action.
Good lives out of
doors would make good meetings,and good
meetings would make good lives out of
doors. They would yen each other backward and forward. —Beecher.

Come, ye Five Hundred!”
Came, whatavas left of them—
Honor not left of them ;

wondered.
their shame be hid,

For the false deed they did
When the Pope thundered !

Shame to the Robed Brigade!

Are

Shame to the canonade!

Lying Fiye Hundred !

You

in Earnest?

Ee

«t For by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt be condemned.” Matt. 12: 37.

This was a hard verse to me.. Why

said the boy;

‘but

she

wams

mun Ho Selim

ently a friend of the driver, and sat with
Both were youn

him.

ment.

mental

halt-

must read my Bible, that’s

to see

and hated

headache this morning,

LASELL FEMALE

fast asleep near.
iver
i

By his words I had condemned

rised.
3

The driver

'T was to retarn.
other.

on4 A’n't tyyou

the

I was

as the

young

pas-

late to-night?”

sorry.”

“I am, too.

in the dark.”

for

in this|is 115
thoysouldeliverer
Lifo is the andjaller its of only

HE

“Let us then, like sentine
;
because we are uncertain, and

¥
:
drink ?”
«No, sir! I bring down the daily papers,

cents.’

cents.’ ‘Of course, I meant what
take ?' ‘Thirty cents.’ He laughed.
and disagreeable. [I'll stand treat.

J \
‘I'll have that thirty | ners.
it to me, and hasn't
The ruin of most men

-

-and have my nights at home until I' am
go back. My place will be
well. Then
kept for me.”
“Are you better?”

«Yes, decidedly, but shall drive until the

be awful hard

It would

mother to have me die.”

on

REV.

I understand it mow. Our words do
justify,and our words do condemn us.—.Am.
Messenger,
*

—

books

eart-worry
world to-day. One day of quiet and tran:
quillity—*‘emblem of eterna rest.”
How sweetly comes the peace of the Sabbath moraing after toils and agitations of
the week. Balmy as odors ot Orient’s
spicy groves; gentle as the breath of sleep-

ing infants, or the dying winds of evening;

the

before

rises

the calm of this holy
throne of God com@s
morning—** day of all the week the hest.”
It is the day of

and

hushed

home—home,

, quiet; home, beautiful and full of comfort.
and the
To-day the father is at home,
mother, with brow free from weekday
onre, Bia

ILL

when

time,

dog

made the dy of repose time

i

day be would be their company
i
upon

Le

open its

Term

at

| |

rest is

the

distribution;

but

con-

ceit.
The fanatic is uny ielding in his course ;
but they who are filled with the Spirit submit themselves one to ) (another in the
Lord.
There is not a more repulsive spectacle
than an old man who will net forsake
the world, which has already forsaken
!

preacher

to

is listened

but

Time,

which gives us the same train and turn of
thought that older people have tried in

but you can |
the artist, and the Christian,
not debase poetry, or art, or Christianity.
An army may as rationally leave the bat-

tle to be fought by the officers alone, as the

’

once,

N.
SARAH

N

ends

out of press.

Assistant,

Tuition,

Wi, uninterrapted, his loving words

day of
brief—

transiénf as the outline of the silvery vapor
that floats on the summer sky—for the rush

y
and the turmoil of the trounling world
come back
to-morrow,
Let
not that
gat
:

\

sat

of

the sgnue y Joy,

Three

3
things

principally

sweet

this

po

!

Evil and idle Avords

seem,

as they

are uttered, Jight and trivial things; yet
ike" the filaments of the
ifi light, they are like
n feathery tuft, floating’|
;' each
thistiedow
on the slightest breeze, bears with it the
4 erm . of. a noxious

head

weed.

:

:

Sunday

/

ee]

ow,

\

)
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of award, as fully meeting the

cone
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